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pneumonia.
in his monoplane a dis- much wanted for stealing a thousand of the faculty, and it
passengers
horses
collecting
and
ac
for
preparing
X Otero county, as soon as the X
retained in his posiAmong them were: Christian Schneiduon m Sonora. In the
dollar horse belonging to a Mr. Grif that he has been will be In session for ing the movement hustled out their er, an
band are 40 tance of two miles.
X price can be
cowboys and the latter got busy
resident, aged 61
arranged with X Americans, the balance are Sonora
Dn and also for taking a team and tion. The board
X Contractor Stockard. His com- - X Mexicans.
checking the progress of cattle and years. John Murphy, also an old time
when Mexican soldiers arrested a de- - buggy from Louis Clarion, an employe at least another day.
X mission was mailed to Candido X
Postmaster
turning them back to their range, prospector, who was aged 63 years.
United States Marshal Overlook nd serter on this side.
of the Harvey house at Albuquerque.
X Duran, postmaster at Lamy, X the
Washington, D. C. March 23. John Dave Tulloch confirmed the storv of Millita M. Swarts, aged five years.
attorney general of Arizona were
Blanco, en route to Chihuahua, took Brown Is said to have gotten into a
post-'thmovement, but could give no ex- - Charles Carson aged 20 years. Mrs.
X today,
here yesterday to Investigate the al- over 100 horses at Gabilondo ranch good deal of trouble besides horse- - Becker has been
Tina R, Silva, aged 17 years.
N. M.
at
planation.
Belen,
master
Mexico
New
and
his
in
while
XXXXXXXXXXJCXXXXX leged breach of neutrality Monday ast of Cajon Bonlta.
steallng

Chicago, 111., March 23. A relief expedition in aid of the Mexican insurrectos left Chicago last night, ac
coutred for the dark, bloody conflict,
but came to grief at the first station
out of Chicago. The expedition con-

-

Juarez. Mex. March 23. The Mex
Juarez
ican troops that garrison
showed renewed activity today. More
sandbags were piled along the edges
adobe houses to be
of the
used in case of attack, special attention being given the municipal build-Ingon the Plaza, which now afford
ample protection against anything except artillery fire. Lookouts posted
on tops of the old mission constantly
watch the mountains to the Bouth and
west for signs of the approach of insurrectos.
It is reported that bands
of Insurrectos have been seen and
great uneasiness is felt in town,, which
is defended by only 350 artillerymen
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NEARLY SMOTHERED.
N. C. Mrs.
Augusta
Chandler,
Lomax, of this plate, writes: I had
smothering spell every day, so bad
that I expected death at any time. I
could not sit up in bed. I suffered
from womanly troubles.
My nerves
I had almost given
were unstrung.
I
up all hope of ever being better.
tried Cardui, and it did me more good
than anything I had ever taken. I
am better now than I ever expected
to be."
Thousands of ladies have
wsitten similar letters, telling of the
It relieved their
merits of Cardui.
headache, backache and misery, just
as it will relieve yours, if you will
try it. Try it for your troubles today.

THE LITTLE STORE

We Have

Sweet Peas Seeds
Bulk and Packages
25 Varieties.

THE 0JMLY

MARCH 17th THE DAY TO PLANT THEM

BOUND

Telephone No. 40.

Southern Corner Plaza. S&nta Fe.

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKFTS
ALL
CASH PURCHASES
WITH

cious.
Fine air castles then I built
On foundations suppositious.
May is just a lit le jilt.

Louis Napoleon
Groceries and Delacatessen

CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC

FRESH CAKES

FRESH PIES

EVERY DAY
SMOKED BLOATERS FOR LENTEN OBSERVERS
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

12

Kennett Harris.)
When I fell in love with May,
I imagined her delicious.
Everything she had to say
Had a glitter meretricious;
Then my star seemed most auspi
By

ins by 32 ins 65c

Yet she has a charming way,
Really it was most pernicious.
When it came to making hay.
She was very expeditious.
I, perhaps, was too ambitious,
Cherished hopes too sure to wilt.
Clara, though is less capricious;
May is just a little jilt.

.

Washington, March 23 "If you
can't sing arias in grand opera, bake
If you can't paint really great
pies.
If you can't
pictures, darn socks.
have real genius, have children.
This is the latest message from the
Tetrazzini,
operatic
star and
combined, to her
restless sisters who are "aspiring to
climb Mount Parnassus," as she puts
d

pie-coo- k

it.

Furthermore, the great singer went

on to remind those ladies who like
the mountain climbing business more
than darning socks, that "genius is
the gift of the gods to the few whom
mediocrity is their
they love, and
mark of scorn for the masses." So

Then there was the deuce to pay,
Came a bounder most officious.
Friday was the fatal day;
I am rather superstitious,
May, I learned was avaricious.
Liked her lovers richly gilt,
I believe such conduct vicious
May is just a little jilt.

f realfaeiit

for

Established 1856.

of
Many people have cured thejnselveainexTuberculosis by a
simple,
ire.sh
carei'ui
metiioii
air,
pensive home
Uiet and Kckman's Alterative.
This Alterative is not iiicv medicine.
It lias been conquering tuiwrculosia
several years, cures resiiltint' alter other
methods liad failed.
Think what this means. Xo specialist's
fees; no sanatorium tuafsts; no traveling expenses.
Kukraans Alterativs has cured many
peopie at home, wnere ti.eir dear ones
that tenencourage them and give
der care which money cannot buy.
After you have thoroughly investigated our affidavits and testimonials feel's
ing sure in your own mind thatso if
many
Alterative has cured
others, it surely must help youstar;
taking the Alterative. Your improvement should be Kradua!, but certain.
If you have been faithful to iickman's
Alterative, you will bo amazed at your
improvement. A statement from one
who knows follows:
(Darby) Pa.
, 220 So. 4th St., Cohvyn,
Gentlemen: "For four years I was
troubled with cough, which gradually
be ame worse; I had night sweats and
pains in my chest. I wasso losing my
thin and
appetite and had become
weak I could not attor..! to my household
duties. A physician pronounced my case
Consumption. Not being satisfied, I was
examined by the physicians of the Polyclinic Hospital; they also pronounced
tiie disease Consumption, which was
proven later, by an examination of
fputum, as Tuberculosis Bacilli was
found. I was ordered to a Consumptive
Hospital. My nephew would not allow
me to go until I had tried Kckman's Alterative. Before I had taken the medicine three weeks I had marked relief;
night sweats ceased; pain in the breast
relieved; cough became loose and easy;
fever left me and I commenced getting
My health became normal. I am
in excellent health now and have been
I
completely cured for ten years.
strongly recommend it."
(MRS.) MARY WASSONT.
(Signed)
Eckmnn's Alterative cures Bronchitis,
Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and Lung
Affections. Ask for booklet of cured cases
and write to the Eckman Laboratory,
fa. fni. o,l,liiAnol avlilanna
yor sale by all leading druggists and
by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe.
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FRANK F. GORMLEY,
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Wholesale

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

&
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Our beautiful lines for Spring represent the most 'complete assortment
of choicest White Frabrics both
fancy and plain. We show the best
of everything for Waists, Gowns,

Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.

EMMMET HICKSON
RETURNS

A

THOVUS P. DELGAD0. Msr.

FARE

Phone Black

LIE!

cut flowers- ROSES.
SWEET

WEDDING BOUQUETS,

CARNATIONS, NARCISSUS,

DAFFODILS

::

PEAS, VIOLETS, HYACINTHS

TABLE

DECORATIONS,

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

EEi-

::

DESIGNS.

FUNERAL

-

lieved the exodus is based on war
rumors received by the Orientals
from their countrymen on the Pacific
Trinidad, Colo., March 22. Two coast. Scarcely twenty Japs remain
hundred or more Japanese miners, in this section, according to the mine
who have been employed in this dis- officials.. Most of them went to Call1
trict, have disappeared, and it is be fornia or to El Paso.

JAPANESE

MINERS LEAVE
TRINIDAD COAL MINES.

MARCH

IZoik's P harmacy
Phone 21 3

$5.00

We Have Built Up

Phone 39

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

If Its Hardwark We Have it.

Phone 14.

Phone 14.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.

fCTlfTES?.
85

Telephone 85

Telephone

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
I

Impoved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
aTdRancl.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
amfone of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain

FftR

C

JilXp
A

Modern Residences for Rent.

Park.
Chicago, MaTch 23 Chicago citizens
sat up in astonishment yesterday
when a petition, signed by 250 voters
of the city, and asking that the quest
ion of annexation of the City of Chi
cago to the village of Morgan Park be
submitted to the voters on election
day, was filed with the county clerk,
Judge John E. Owen refused to al
low the unusual proposition to merge
Chicago and the village to go on the
ballot.
"Your petition is all Tight," Judge
Owen told the attorney for the peti
tioners, "but I cannot allow the question to be put on the ballot for this
coming election.
Probably next fall
I might do so, but the city must have
more time in a case of that kind."
Chicago and Morgan Park have voted five times during the last three
years to annex the little suburb to the
city. Each time Morgan Park voters

CITY

FOR YOUR GARDEN DON'T YOU NEED A WHOLE LOT OF
NEW TOOLS?
WE HAVE THEM, DON'T BORROW YOUR NEIGHBOR'S.
WE DO NOT GO TO SEED" IN OUR BUSINESS, BUT KEEP UP
TO DATE WITH ALL THE RELIABLE BRANDS OF HARDWARE
'
IN ABUNDANCE.

Petition Presented to Annex Windy
City to Little Village of Oak

:-

109.

I

I

j

Brtiy

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing -:

DRY GOODS HOUSE

P.O. Box 219

rz-

Trains.

Sts.

Great Array of Dainty Materials Temptingly Priced

FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

TO

& Galisteo

Batiste

TO JAIL,

lOOD'YS HACK

LUMBER & COAL YARD

Corner Water

Voile

Cattle, however, are not discerning
and there are thousands of Instances,
when forase was short, of poor cattle
WB down with their feet up hill and
on tnat account being unable to rise
and thus have starved to death.

EUGENIO ROMERO

FOLLY OF INITIATIVE
EXPOSED IN CHICAGO,

Long Cloth
Flaxon

Dimity

SSSI45

Santa Fe Plumbing House

Persian Lawns

India Linons
Dotted Swisses
Nainsook
Poplin

SALT.

LEO HERSCK

Bros. Co.

White Goods For Spring

POTATOES and

Retail

Incorporated 1903

elpiati

L'ENVOI.
The hunt for the nine prisoners
Clara, the fates propitious,
that
escaped from the Albuquerque
I'll not cry for milk that's spilt,
Pennants and Pillow Covers for schools, Happiness you all may wish us.
jail yesterday, is being kept up by the
local authorities and all peace officers
Auto Pennants
May is just a little jilt.
colleges and homes.
in New Mexico are on the lookout for
For sale in curio, dry goods, stationery
Value-J- uan
Doubtful
of
Was
Check
them. Eigh tof the men are still at
Fe
in
Made
Santa
by
Material and workmanship the best.
and variety stores.
Salazar y Luna was arrested at
one of them Emmet Hickson,
large,
Albuauerciue for cashing a check of
accused of wife desertion and having
value.
doubtful
Phone Blk 6619
an affinity, has returned voluntarily
436 CanonRoad
Failed Bankruptcy Petition Felipe
after visiting his family and buying
N. Lucero at Las Vegas has filed in
himself a new suit of clothes,
the district court a petition in voluntary bankruptcy.
$100 REWARD, $100.
E. Dowling of
New Train Master
The readers of this paper will be
Raton has been appointed trainmaspleased to learn that there is at least
ter of the Santa Fe at Las Vegas
one dreaded disease that science has
to succeed F. H. Schaefer, resigned.
been able to cure in all its stages, and
Deputy District Court Clerk O. H.
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Lundy of Clayton, Union county, has
is the only positive cure now known
been appointed deputy district court
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh beclerk at Clayton, by Clerk John CATTLE RAISERS OF TEXAS
TO MEET AT SAN ANTONIO. ing a constitutional disease, requires
Joerns, and Judge C. J. Roberts has
a constitutional treatment.
Hall's
approved the appointment. Lundy was
This Year Is Expected to Be One of Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actdeputy treasurer of Union county.
Unusual Prosperity Among Cow
ing directly upon the blood and muNew Planing Mill at Chama The
cous surfaces of the system', thereby
Men of the Plains.
new planing mill at Chama is fast
March 23.
destroying the foundation of ths disSan
Texas,
Antonio,
of
Some
the
Sole Agents For
machinery
shape.
taking
of ease, and giving the patient strength
raisers
cattle
of
the
The
It
meeting
is
all
been
and
of
has
shipped
here,
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
from Denver.
E. B. Pounds, manager Texas in this city has attracted a by building up the constitution and
All Kinds of Flowers and
ALFALFA SEED
of mills for the E. M. Biggs company greater attendance this year than ever assisting na.ure in doing its work.
Garden and Field Seeds in Bulk and Package.
is making every effort to get it in before. This is due largely to the fact The proprietors have so much faith in
its curative powers that they offer
operation, as they have large orders that splendid rains through the winter One
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOOSE IN SANTA PE
Hundred Dollars for any case
and a continuation of seasonable con
for lumber. Chama Valley Tribune.
in that It fails to cure. Send for list of
the
ditions
has
put
ranges
large
Was His Own Accuser Charles P.
testimonials.
Hammond of Las Vegas walked into better shape than they have been for Address: F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo,
of
all
is
the
It
several
opinion
years.
the office of Justice of the Peace Mur
Ohio.
ray and accused himself of assaulting concerned that 1911 will show the
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Rafael Gallegos with words before greatest cattle production for a numTake Hall's Family Pills for
of
that
Another
ber
too,
years.
thing,
could
Gallegos himself
lodge the
charge and was fined but the fine was has added to the interest Is the fact
remitted, he only paying the costs. that cattle growers have discarded the
Hammond had become wrathy be- long horn and are devoting their at
cause Gallegos had commanded
him tention to some of the best breeds
In an effort
to halt to examine Hammond's horses, known to the business.
Prom
under suspicion that the horses had to get an animal that is capable of acbeen stolen.
commodating itself to all conditions,
BARRANCA
TAOS
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
for the past
Died on the Train R. L. Herring-ton- , some breeders have,
mine run coal
South
of building material
a young man who had been at three years, been crossing native Meets Both North
Las Vegas for his health, died at stock with the buffalo. One peculiar
Bounds
Emporia, Kansas, on the Santa Fe ity of., the buffalo is that he never
YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
train on which he was going home. lies down with his feet up hill. He al the north bound
train and arrives at
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Hard Luck Louis Voss was arrest ways appears to use judgment in this Taos at 7
p. m.
ed at Las Vegas on a warrant by L". and is thus enabled to rise quickly.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
F. Hazlett for beating a board bill. It
Good covered hack and good
way.
was shown that Voss had the best in
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
teams.
tentions in the world to pay the bill PAZO
OINTMENT Is Kuaranteed to cure
Tiling den to ImC&1e Fai
but had been playing in hard luck, any case of Itching. Blind,
Bleedingor Prj
s.ngei comiortatu.
in 6 to 14 days or money reThe charge was not pushed and Voss truding Piles
funded, 60e.
was permitted to leave town.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT
DOZ. LOTS
IN

23, 1911.

Eck-man-

Can't Sina Arias She Should
Bake Pies Tetrazzini Has Decided Ouinions on Subject.

'All the American women want to
have genius and not any of them
See?" said
want to have children.
Tetrazzini.
"Why don't they aspire to get mar-- !
ried, to be mothers of beautiful child-- !
ren--to be In other words just normal
wnmpn lit rind mp.mt them to be?"
"If a woman has real genius should
she hide it in the pie oven?" was asked the songstress.
"If she has genius she will know it,
and so will everybody else, for genius
never is timid about making itself
known," she replied.
Madame Tetrazzin' says she disap
proves of woman suffrage as she
She said:
found it in Colorado.
"Out in Colorado they tried to have
me indorse woman suffrage, and when
I refused and told the women to go
back to their homes, they would have
nothing more to do with me.
I
"But I am still opposed to it.
noticed when I was in Colorado that
the women elected to public offices
only men who were good looking. That
would be the way everywhere, if women were allowed to vote.
"The best looking man in the United
States would be President, and so on
down."

Oosae

lr

If She

golden-throate-

MARCH

THURSDAY,

Tstecalcsls

EVERY WOMAN SHOULD
OCCUPY HER SPHERE.

UP.

May is Just a Jilt.

14 inter Grocery Co.
WW

down the proposition. I
Subsequent investigation brought responsibility for the position squarely
home to Charles G. Blake of Morgan
Park. Mr. Blake explained that the
petition was his notion of a joke.
"I wanted to show the absurdity of
the present annexation law," he said.
"The law requires only 250 signatures
to petitions of this character. You can
Bet 250 Chicagoans to sign anything.
I could go out this afternoon and get
0 signers to
a petition to annex
Chicago to Gary, Ind." t

have turned

M

R

WE HANDLE LUMBER
In large quantities and have
very
modern facility for furnishing the

very best rough or dressed
Lumber
of every description. We ara thus
enabled to make the very best prices
for Lumber of such high grade.
Ve will be pleased to figure on your

contracts.

Charles W. Dudrow

WINDS

333
THE RIG YOU. WANT
is here. Whether it be a runabout,
buggy, surrey or road wagon, we
can furnish you with one that will
make your drive a pleasure.
OUR LIVERY STABLE
s
caters to those who want a
outfit. All of our horses are
live ones, and sleek In appearance.
We will fill your order promptly,
satisfactorily and at a moderate price.
first-clas-

B. P. WILLIAMS

Succesor to

103

M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Worses.

CALL

UP

'Phone

9

CHA5. CLOSSON

Wfealfl
m

fe

Drivers

Keed of Anrftrn?
UVFJLY

IKE

fusfeted.

DoaGpar

Ave.

WILLIAMS & RISING

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usualiythe result
of exposure to the March winds.
Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weathen

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213

THURSDAY,
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end the development of internal waterways; in the independence of the
ARIZONA
Philippines when those Islands are
to
Value
Information of Priceless
Women who suffer with disorders peculiar to their
able to maintain a stable government;
lows :
sex should write to Dr. Pierce and receive free Ihe
Every Santa Fe Citizen.
throwand
130
in
neutralization
for
their
material
Cost of
used,
per cent;
advice ol a physician of over 40 years' experience
AT
to
all
a skilled and successful specialist in the diseases
countries.
ing open their trade
capital invested, 128 per cent; number
How to act In an emergency Is
of
women. Every letter of this sort has the most
j
Senator Newlands remarks that the
of establishments, 84 per cent; value
knowledge of inestimable worth, and
careful
consideration end is regarded as sacredly
re-- '
be
number
78
of
may
disease
of
per cent;
transportation question
products,
this Is particularly true of the
confidential. Many sensitively modest women write
as
so
fur
legislat
and ills of the human body. If you Seven Times as Great in salaried officials and clerks, 70 per AH Is Guess Work as to the garded as adjusted
fully to Dr. Pierce what they would shrink from
ion is concerned, except the physical
cent; salaries and wages, 41 per cent;
telling to their local physician. The local physician
suffer with backache, urinary disorof
Special
Production as Those of
is pretty sure to say that he cannot do anything
Program
emvaluation of railroads and the regulaaverage number of
ders, or any form of kidney trouble,
without "an examination."
Dr. Fierce holds that
He
Session
tion of stock and bond issues.
ployed during the year, 34 per cent;
New Mexico
the advice contained in the following
these distasteful examinations are generally need
1 per
valuable asset
recommends
the organization ol
and miscellaneous
expenses,
statement will add
less, and that no woman, except in rare cases, should submit to them.
cent.
national holding companies, in which
to your store of knowledge. What
Dr. Pierce' treatment will cure you right in the privacy of
of
the
esNOT
KNOW
of
number
THE
all the States can participate.
The
manufacturing
could be more convincing proof
COPPER SMELTING
LEADERSJO
your own home. His " Favorite Prescription" has cured
than
tablishments increased from 1C9 in
In contrast with the work of the
efficiency of Doan's Kidney Pills
hundreds of thousands, tome of them the worst of cases.
citizens
Fe
Santa
a
of
to
in
311
or
1904
of
statement
1909,
142,
gain
Imrstr-- It, Pninmprrp
the
rnmmisinn.
Is the only mediciiie of its kind that is the product of a regularly graduated
It
cured?
been
cent.
permanently
William Jennings Bryan Willi Senator Xewlanda finds that the
who have
Cost of Material Used Was $33,-57- 2, 84 per
physician. The only one good enough that its makers dare to print its every
Mrs. Bernarda D. de Escudero, 106
The capital invested as reported in
t
Be a Factor in enforcement of the
Act has
ingredient on its outside wrapper. There's no secrecy. It will bear examinaand
Undoubtedly
Capital
000,
tion. No alcohol and no
Griffin St, Santa. Fe, N. M., says: "I
1909, was 132,875,000, a gain of
been lame and halting, "changing with
drugs are found in it. Some unscrupLegislation.
ulous medicine dealers may offer you a substitute. Don't take it. Don't trifle
$32,875,000.
hold just as high an opinion of Doan's
or 128 per cent over $14,390,-00- 0
the shifting incumbents of the Attorwith your health. Write to World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R.
Kidney Pills today, as when I publicly
in 1904.
ney General's olfice and according to
V. Pierce, President, Buffalo, N. Y., take the advice received and be well.
23 With
23 A
March
recommended them in January, 1907.
the
March
establ.sh-men- t
D.
The
Washington.
per
C,
capital
average
Washington,
of
For about a year I was bothered by preliminary statement of the general
Congress
date
was
drawing
in
meeting
approximately $100,000
c,eg
,n
tnere exist ovcr
a dull ache and --weakness aeross my results of the census of maunfactures 1909 and $85,000 in 1904, an average near, there is still much uncertainty S00 trusts of enormous canitalizarion.
3179
and
isI
tried
need proving.
They are already an Las Vegas
be!
easily
loins and kidneys.
for the territory of Arizona was
gain per establishment of $21,000. 'n regarding the program that will
pracUcay withoilrregulation or
3755 3552
established success, both scientifically Kast las Vegas
any exertion brought on severe pains sued today by Census Director
for legislation Champ Clark, tro,
this connection it should be stated
te js the
ThJ Kmed
71
10S
of tons Nambe
Hundreds
comand
m
in my back. Hearing Doan's Kidney
a
commercially.
leader
lower
of
the
summary
that the inquiry contained in the cen- as the Democratic
It consists
of an Interstate
Trade of
12
12
are
Pojoaque
and
oats
cabbage
Pills highly spoken of, I was induced paring the figures of 1904 and 1909 by sus schedule calls for the total amount House and prospective Speaker, is re- - organization
potatoes,
Coramisskm with
r
tQ
simiIar
1292
bePortalfS
each
in
result
the territory
to try them. The
proved
e
grown and sold
territory totals prepared under the di- of capital, both owned and borrowed ceiving many suggestions from
of th
51 C
4!2
Interstpte Coramerce year and there are a dozen other suc- San Felipe
yond a doubt that Doan's Kidney Pills rection of Mr. William M. Steuart, and invested in the business, but ex- bers of his party as to what should be Commission
0G3
137
be
lldefonso
ghoill1
'San
Legislation
live up to representations. The cure chief statistician for manufactures, cludes the value of rented
cessful
crops.
:!62
4f.3
proper!, done. Some of these suggestion arejhad t0 reglrict the activiUes of the
San .luan
remedy
and positive relief this
But Alaskan nights are too cool to Saudia
or equipment which was em- confidential, while others are in the truBts I)roviaing for a Ucen8e svstem
Bureau of the Census.
plant,
86
115
on
to
it
me
inpraise
s
for
brought, has led
string-beanand
corn,
and
who
those
mature
212
and requlring uniform prices to all
228
Santa Ana
Steam laundries are given a separ- ployed in the conduct of manufactur nature of open leters,
more than one occasion."
whether
is
In the final bulletins submit them are seeking the approval
stance, and the question
Thir- ing enterprises.
26S
223
Santa Clara
purchasers.
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 ate presentation because the
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census ol 1909 over that of 1904. Rank- ing the various items in per cent or-der of increase they appear as fol- 1
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coming from
connected
with! the sales by the administrator. Judge
torney and formerly
the forestry service in Santa Fe, who
will also hpar, this week, a cows $3.25fi5.25.
has been at Las Vegas on land office Wright
demurrer in the case of the Mesilla
Market
Hogs
Receipts 9,000.
matters, is at the Montezuma hotel, Valley Realty Company vs. the
five lower.
Hulk $6.60 6.S0; heavy
Rt. Rev. J. Mills Kendrick, bishop
Com- $6.60i 6.70;
Development and Power
packers and butchers
o! the Prote3tant Episcopal diocese of
pany, involving a conflict in the boun- $6.65$. 6.S0; light $6.75(5 6.85;
New Mexico, is at Las Vegas from Al dary between the Santo Tonus and
Sheep
Receipts 7.000. Market
buquerque and will next Sunday con the Brazito land grants.
Muttons $4.25 5.35; lambs
steady.
firm a small class in St. Paul's church
$3.60 6.40; fed wethers and yearlings
in the Meadow City. He will then UNIVERSITY DEFEATED
$4.355.73; fed western ewes $1 25
com to Santa Fe.
5.15.
IN ANNUAL DEBATE.
"Territorial Superintendent of Pub
If you want anything on earth- - try
lic Instruction J. E. Clark left this
The debating team of the Agrieul-morninNew Mexican Want Ad.
for a trip
through Mora tural College was the victor over the
county on school business. He drove University of New Mexico in the anto Wagon Mound in his motor car, nual debate at Mesilla Park.
where he met County Superintendent subject debated was, Resolved,
Bias Sanchez. Together the educators the Oregon plan of the initiative an
will visit Mora, Roy, Solano, and other referendum should be adopted in New
. 1.
t..
mil. n.inn.Cn
towns in Mora county." Las Vegas UTnuinA
n rrn n n A
tr
Ortm
limn
oumt
lu irm imiira.ottvt
5U
lime;
aim
Optic.
oilj
chose the affirmative side. The
County Commissioner J. Alfredo Lu- - they
men consisting of Cook,
cero of Santa Cruz, has been in Santa university
Seder presented their arKarston
and
Fe for several days attending a meetfine delivery, but they
with
guments
ing of the board of county commis- - lnnt-pr- l
tho niitnornnc onrl fnnvinfintr
We
only!
to
Good
and
see
Roads
the
sioners,
argument8 of the home t
,
con-commission about taking up the
acEvans.
gented by PowerSi Rignev and
struction of the road from Santa FeDr. Sextori Dr. Strong and the Rev.
to the northern boundary of the coun Rorex all of Las Cruces, the
judges
Mr. Lucero says that the county of the debate.
ty.
is ready to do its part of the work
In
without further delay. He says that
rethere is plenty of water in the Santa
Cruz and nearby streams, and that
crop prospects are excellent. Precinct
MONEY AND METALS.
Chairman Epimenio Me3tas of the Re
New York, March 23. Call money
8
publican party, accompanied Mr. Lu- 21-4per cent; Prime mercan
cero from Santa Cruz.
tile paper 441-- per cent; Mexican
If we
dollars 45; Amalgamated
you
Sugar!
PRISONER THOUGHT HE
119
Atchison 109
Great Northfori
WAS GETTING SMALLPOX ern pfd. 126
New York Central
1108; Northern Pacific 123
Reading
you
Judge Abbott Understood He Wanted 157; Southern Pacific 117; Union Pacific 176; Steel, 78
Pfd. 119
to Break Out of Jail but Dis-..- .
New York, March ' 23. Lead firm
covers His Mistake.
445450; Standard copper, weak, spot
When Joaquin Lozano was arraign- and May 11.7511.90; Silver 52
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
ed before Judge Ira A. Abbott in the
Chicago, March 23. Wheat May
United States district court at Albu"THE QUALITY DRUGGISTS"
July 89
querque yesterday afternoon to plead 89
Corn May
to a federal indictment charging him
July 40
with entering and fobbing a Santa Fe
West Side Plaza.
Phone Red 161. ) '
Oats May 30
July 30
freight car, Lozano pleaded not guilty
Pork May 16.45; July 16.
to the charge. Then through an interLard May 8.85; July 8.75.
am
court:
"I
told
Lozano
the
preter,
Ribs May 9.20; July 8.72
THE
Ebreaking out." The court took it for
WOOL MARKET.
granted that Ltwano was talking about
St. Louis, March 23. Wool unthe "breaking out" of jail which ocDOES NOT ALWAYS
changed;
Territory "knd western medFicurred early yesterday morning.
iums
fine
mediums
DISIGNATE A BARGAIN
1618;
nally the interpreter discovered that fine 1922;
1212.
Lozano meant that he was "breaking
LIVESTOCK.
or the black
out" with smallpox
Chicago, 111., March 23. Cattle Replague or some other dread disease. ceipts 4.500.
Market steady. Beeves
The court ordered the man back to the
$5.206.75; Texas steers $4.505.65;
a
and
asked
that
SHOULD BE
county jail
physician western steers $4.805.80: stockers
be called to examine him.
and feeders $15.80; cows and heifCONSIDERAAttorney Raymond R. Ryan was apLozato
GROdefend
the
court
TION
OF
pointed by
no, whose trial began at 9 o'clock
YOU EAT.
this morning. Lozano's pal, Primitivo
the
with
runaways
escaped
Faentes,
in the jail delivery yesterday morning,
but the authorities evidently count on
recapturing him and he was indicted
Groceries are expensive at;
ty the federal grand jury yesterday on
any price, we guar a n e e
a charge of larceny from a railroad
First Appearance Here
car.
,
every article we sell to give
dirt-stafft-

LAND GRANTS
FARM LANDS
CITY PROPERTY
LOANS

Gowns and for the Children's Wash Dresses:

j

Always a Welcome at Our Store.

j

WATSON & COMPANY

j

A white laundry soap free Belts, Belt Pins Veil Pins
and Other Novelties.
ftpm rosin, which saves your

;

O- -

as new line of

Also,

'

15ra-zit-

Waists and

For My Lady's Spring and Summer

j

Ladies, Misses
and Children's
Spring Millinery.;

clothes and doubles their life.
Rosin hardens and breaks the
threads of fabrics, particularly woolens, and in time inJournal.
jures them. Sunny Monday
Leroy O. Moore, chief of the field washes woolens and flannels
division of the general land office at
Santa Fe, was here today on official without the least danger of
business. Las Vegas oitie.
shrinking, ana colored goods
J. H. Fulmer of Mishawaka, Indiana,! without
fading.

Your Patronage Solicited

n

page

M.

MISS A. MUGLERj

J

C. M. Fechheimer, a businessman
from Oklahoma, is at the Palace hotel.
a business man of
R C. Dunn,
Pittsburg, Pa., Is at the Montezuma.
I. H. Happ, the architect, has return-- :
ed from a visit to Roswell and Albu- querque.
Louis C. Ilfeld, of Las Vegas, as-- ;
sistant district attorney of San Miguel
county, is at the Montezuma hotel.
Miss Mary Maher of 321 North'
Fourth street, has retnrned from a
brief visit to Santa

CAPITAL $50,000.00

.

PERSONAL MENTION.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

- - per yd. 25 to 40c
The New Material
Beautiful Appearance: Unexcelled in Wearing
Qualities Laundries Like New
ZEPHYR GINGHAMS, in all the newest
colorings, appropriate for a thousand
different purposes - per yd. 15 and 25c
Linen finish gingham, very handsome
and cheap at
per yd. 17c
Lawns and batiste, you all know the satisfaction to be had from them per yd.
An excellent line of linens in white and
25c up
plain colors
12-1- -2

o

g

'

-

WE ALSO CARRY THE TISSUE VOILE

COME IN AND SEE OUR STOCK BEFORE YOU BEGIN YOUR
SEWING, IT WILL PAY YOU WELL.

iiThe Best

'S?

In the World

j

E

'

v

Exactly what our quality
means.
have
the best selected
cording toour knowledge
and experience.
drugs
this means the best
sults to both doctor and

patient.

2

2

of

Kinds-- -

all

Rugs, Carpets Etc.
"

High1 Grade Goods

at

COMPANY.

FURNITURE

AKERS-WAGN- ER

EXPERT EMBALMERS

DIRECTORS.

& FUNERAL

JLTn

TA-M,rt-

THE

PRICE MAKER

haven't got what
want we'll get it

with as little delay

BUTT BROS CO.

481-43--

SEASON

TO OPEN SPRING

WE WILL

HAVE

Commencing

A

Next

special

i

as possible.

Honest Prices.

f

LOTliES BUILDER

j

MARKETREPORT

Furniture and House Furnishings

THE MASTER

.1

.

Ladies Muslin Underwear
Embroideries and Laces all 191
New Patterns and Design es
Everything Reduced to Bottom
Prices.

SALE

Of

1

LADIES ARE ESPECIALLY

ADOLF

INVITED

Saturday

TO SHOW

TO CALL. NO TROUBLE

GOODS

CO

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

4

4

SURETY

INSURANCE.

REAL ESTATE

BONDS.

PRIC-

WANTED
In every city and village in New Mexico agents to represent,
the NATIONAL CASUALTY COMPANY. If you care to represent one of the best lines of HEALTH and ACCIDENT IN'

SURANCE issued call on or address,

'

&

-

Insurance Agen cy.

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Phone Black

OXFORDS

and
....

A

&

A

HIGH

in

SHOES

the

NEWEST

and most attractive styles for

MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN.
Our assortment equal to any city line.
Our ShoesThe Highest Grade.
JOHN PFLEUGER,
,

FIRST

SATISFACTION

Shoe Specialist

ASSURED

CUSS CORRICK'S HACK LINE SgggSPW.,

HACKSERtflCE

and Saddle Horses

FIRST

THE

CERIES

ELKS' THEATRE

No. 52

PUMPS,

sv

QUALITY

THE

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

ml

CHEAP

Wed. March 29th

JUDGE WRIGHT HOLDING
COURT AT LAS CRUCES.

The

Greatest
Actress

Las Cruces, N. M., March 23. Owing to the fact that Judge F. W. Park- OLGA
er, of this district, is disqualified to
(Liebler & Co., Managers)
sit as a judge on a number of cases
which are now pending, Judge E. R.
in a new Drama
Wright, of Alamogordo, has been callTHE REDEMPTION
OF
ed to hear these cases, arriving Mon"
EVELYN
VAUDRAY
day.. One case, which he already
has. under advisement and in which a
By
decision will probably be rendered today, is that of the First National bank
HENRY
BERNSTEIN
of Santa Fe e(?als. vs. Pablo Lucero
Author of "The Thief"
et aL. as sureties on the bond of W.
J. McGinnis as administrator of the
Adapted by Louis N. Parker
estate of Thomas Bull. Judge Wright
Adapter of "Chantecler"
will also try six or seven cases
BY BEN GREET
STAGED
brought by Mrs. Francisca Bull et al.
in order to set aside certain deeds executed by'W. J. McGinnis as adminSeats on sale at Fischers
istrator with the will annexed of the
Drug Store.
Bull estate,' the sales having been
made under power contained in the Monday March 27 at 12:30 p. m
win 10 pay aeDts or tne estate. These
1.00, 1.50 & $2.00
sales include a number of valuable PRICES
ranches in the valley and the outcome

NETHER50LE

P. P. LACASSAGNE.
309 San Francisco St.

t

satisfaction

or you MONEY

JUST OPENING UP A NEW SHIPMENT OF
LADIES HAND BAGS STRICTLY

BACK.

-:-

H.

C.

-:-

A
-:-

-

YONTZ,
San Francisco St.

Reliable Jewler.

WE ALSO

Fine New Line of

Have cheaper Canned Goods
but we do not recommend
the use of cheap canned goods
at any time.

City Eggs
Kansas Egg

PAPAQO INDIAN BASKETS
A New Lot of Small

Extra Fancy

Gray Navajos here this Week. Be
Sure to see them before they all go.

-

35c Dz
25 & 30c Dz

Santa

II. S. KAUNE & CO.

Fe Trail Curio Company

GROCERS.

I

24 Hour Electric Service

I

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

and See

We ase Agents Cleaners and Wash Tubs. Gall them
Santa Fe Water
v
Light Company
AND

GOODS

E

IN GENUINE LEATHER-T- HE
NEWEST FADSALSO
NEW LINE OF ATTRACTIVE HAT PINS

IN CANNED GOODS
We have full line of Monarch
& Richelien Eastern pack
canned goods.

HIGH-GRAD-

o

IMIQHT
I
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Why Interfere?
The statehood advocates of Arizona
are profuse in expressing their appreciation of the speech made in Phoenix
by Colonel Theodore Koosevelt, in
which he tentatively told them if they
wanted to hang themselves no one
had a right to interfere, as it was realEl Paso Times.
ly their own funeral.

RATON NEW MFXICO
eftct

In
Milts

a in

111

I W MEXICO

Company

Railway

(Read Down)

&

mmm

sary. Weakness at home is the worst
thing that could happen, and the ice
water douches of the past few days
would turn the stomach of all real
live New Mexican hustlers but not
chill their fighting blood.
The Range has had its convictions
greatly strengthened by recent developments everywhere except in

New Mexico.
Arizona is not laying down for a
minute.
We do not learn that a delegation
of New Mexico boosters have bought
their tickets and reserved sleepers for
"Washington by March 4."
But the Arizonans will be there to
redouble their efforts and they'll
win, too.
The interview with Attorney Hicks
of Tuscon, on the front page of this
issue is the right kind of dope, and
ably seconds what. Colonel Roosevelt
said in his speech in Albuquerque,
and reiterated evpn more strongly in
yesterday's memorable speech in
Phoenix.
It is quite plain that if the Republican administration does not plan to
take the matter up at the special ses'
sion, the Democrats will not overlook
the bet, but force the issue and humThe Raton Fighting Cock.
iliate the
in New Mexico by
The "patient resignation" with doing for party
ua what the Republican
which some editors and some terri
itself to do tlvree years
party
torial officeholders accept the pros ago. pledged
pect of delayed statehood is somewhat
It would be a hitler pill to swalsuggestive of "crocodile tears," and low, if the Arizona Democrats
and
invokes some slight suspicion as to their
friends "lug us in as excess
their sincerity in the desire for "imbaggage," while the Republican forces
mediate" statehood.
sat. with folded
hands
lifting no
The proper attitude for all
linger to aid the cause.
Mexicans is to fight aggressively ev
But statehood will be sweet at any
ery hour and die fighting if neces cost. Raton
Range.
I

Arizona.
Thompson
"10
runnlii'ham
Mr. Roosevelt is obviously right in
9 35
...XUlftOll House N.M
155
1 :t0
Ar ... Katon. N. M. ...T.v1
Ml 10 00
insisting that Congress would have no
2 30
0
i.Lv
Katon, N.M
Ar, 10 15
j'
business to refuse statehood to Ari7
2 4?
I,, . Clifton House N" M., ..
9 49
zona because of objection to the iniS Preston
3 07
48
I
9 32
3 45
65
8 55
Koehler Junction
tiative, referendum and recall in the
2
3 35
Koehier
9 05
:i
j ....
constitution. It is for the advantage
"
68
4 15
iboifix
8 20
of the whole country that each state
4 43
76
8 02
(Mrrososo
..
82
5 00
Ar
.Cimarron
be permitted-tLv 7 45
make what innovations
5 10
Lv
6 35
Olmairon
Ar am
iT.
in its governmental torm.
5 18
6 27
Nash
pieases
5 28
j
6 17
Harlan
If Missouri or Kansas should adopt
94
5 45
Ar
6 00
Ute Park, N. M...Lv
constitutional amendments modeled
P m
P m
after the Arizona plan would Congress
dOonnecta ai Oolfax with K, P. A S. W. Ry, train both North and'Sontb.J
try to expel them from the Union?
SStage for Van Houteo N, M, meets trains at Preston s.iM,
Colonel Roosevelt finds fault with the
M..
rtllz'ibethto-.vnUte
for
Parte,
N M
Stage leaves
at 9:00 ... in, (tally except Arizona
constitution, not from his
Siuiu
13.50
one
way
round trip; fifty pound batrga.e carried free.
unclays, Fare
. for the south at 11:11 p. ra. arrives from the editorial office in New York, but in
O. A S. train '.naves Oes Moines. N,
Mr. Roosevelt preoi'th at 4:38 a. in,
Phoenix, Arizona.
fers, when it is possible, to address
I. G. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
his remarks face to face. Kansas City
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent.
Star.
5J
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ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe

El

T

Bisbee. Douglas

faso

and

w

points in New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

ifiPv

THE

ROUTE

EAST

Olga Nethersole, who is announced
to appear here at the Elks' Theatre
on Wednesday, March 29 in "The Re
demption of Evelyn Vaudrav" prides
herself on the ability of the various
members of her company.
Miss Olea
Nethersole is a frank opponent of the
star performances that is.
performances for which

WEST

kgg

For rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX, a. p. & p. Agent.
El Paso Texas.

well-know- n

point she agrees with some of the
greatest actors of the past, she firmly believes in sympathetic
between herself and all the members
or her company.
She never wields
her dictatorial powers, but consuHs
with her associates on every occasion
and welcomes all suggestions of what-

ever kind they may be. Unity of
smoothness, harmony the three
factors necessary to insure the perfection of a dramatic rendering are
bound to be lacking whenever a sump-tiou- s
star sets to work to suppress
the originality and natural care of
her associates. "Let us please the
audience," Olga Nethersole very often
says at rehearsal.
"It doesn't matter
who gets the curtain calls."
Miss
Nethersole's company this season includes Walter Edwards,
Franklyn
Roberts, Wallace Erskine, Margaret
,

actors and actresses surround them
selves with a cast, endowed with iust
enough histrionic ability not to arouse
audience's resentment. While gratify
ing to the "Stars," whose talent is
thus thrown into strong relief, such
performances lack artistic qualities,
balance and unity.
Each of Olga
Nethersole's associates has a striking
personality and is fitted mentally and
physically to the part into which he
or she is cast, thus creating an imwhich is selpression of
dom produced with the aid of
grea3 Campbell, Maude Hosford, Nellie
paint alone.
Finally, and on this
and Mrs. George Earnum.

WHEN GOING

EAST OR WEST

20 YEARS AGO TODAY
(From the New Mexican of this data

use the

1891.)

The Maxwell Land Grant people
deny that any sale of their property
has taken place.
The prospects for a big lamb crop
in New Mexico this year are very
encourageing at the present time.
Hon. W. S. Hopewell, manager of
the Animas Cattle company, visited
San Marcial this week and made arrangements with Mr. Frank Virgil of
Virginia, 111., for 3,000 heifers.
Dr. E. S. Andrews received a carload of Jersey cows
thi3 morning
which he will hold for sale.

Mac-col-

CABANISS WANTED IN
MANY PARTS OF COUNTRY.
Charged With Playing the Horse
Race Game, and Accused of
Opium Smuggling.
San Antonio, Texas,

March

Colo Sorings and Pueblo

23

-
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COASTER-BRAKE-

SELF-HEALIN-

Hotel Arrivals.

no

Seat-Vega- s;

80

TIBBSKK3S?

G

The regular retail trice of these tires is
Per Pair, but to introduce we wiii
sellyouammplepairiorS4.SOcashwithorder$4.55),
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUHCTUSES
SS.SO

NAILS, Tnrks or Glann will not lrt the
air out. Sixty thousand pairs sold last year.
two

hundred thousaiid pairs now in use.
DESCRIPTION: Made inall sizes. It islive! v
and ea;y ruling, vevydiirableand .lincdinsidewith
a snecial cmalitv of ruhlier. whii-1- never hprnmp
43
porous and which closes up small punelures without allowNotice the think rubber tread
ing the air toescape. We have hundreds of letters i rom
"A and puneturo strips
that their tires haveonly been pumped
and
"It," aim rim strip "H"1
a
in
twice
season.
whole
no
more! han
uponceor
They weih
to
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qua lilies being (fiven
prevent rim cutting. This
tiro will outlast
bv several layers of thin, specially prepared fabriconthe
any other
-- XASXJO audi
tread. The regular price of these tires is $5.50 per pair, but for
RJLOIA'G.
atlvertisine purposes weere makine a soecial factory price to
the rider of only & 80 per pair. All orders shipped same day tetter is received. WeshlpC O D on
approval. You do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly
as
w E'.1.,.a."wAf"""
of 5 per cent (thereby makinff the price 4.55 perrepresented
pair) if you
end FULL CASH
OKULU and enclose
VI1H
this advertisement.
Yon run no risk fn
as the tires may be returned at OUK expense if foranvreason
ending us an order
are
one-anot satisfactory
nation. We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us'is as safethey
mi
as in a
bank. If you order a pair of these tires, you will nd that they will ride easier, run faster,:
wear better, last longer and look finer than anv tire vou have ever used or seen at
price. We
know that you will be so well pleased that when you want a bicycle yon will giveany
ua your order.
We want you to send us a trial order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
Anr! t buy any kind at any price until you send for a pair of
NFFTt
m t
tires on approval and trial at
IF Dpecial
Hedgethorn Puncture-Proo- f
introductory price quoted above; or write for our big Tire and Sundry Catalogue whicli
the
describes and ijt'otes all makes and kinds of tires at about half the usual prices.
but write us a postal today. Ull NOT THI.Nk OF BUYING a bicycle
HftflT"
WVyiT
w,y
e
MfV
orapatr of tires from anyone until yon know the new and wonderful
offer we ate making. It only costs a postal to learn everything. Write it MOW.
Over

I

"u"t

Yftit

TBFt

nn

J. L f'EM

CYCLE COMPART,

CHICAGO, ILL.

lard and Mrs. Hollard, A. E. Morris,
han francisco; George W. Jacobs,
SAND-LIMBRICK.
I
Stanley; Thomas A. Ortiz. Gallup.
Coronado.
Increase in Manufacture.
H. 0. Jensen, Cimarron; ,1. W. WalkThe sand-lim- e
brick industry has
J. M. Underwood, developed
er, Albuquerque;
in the United States.
rapidly
W,illard; H. W. Koeneke, Wichita, It began in 1901 at
Michigan
City,
Mabel Murray, A. B. Love, City.
Ind., with one plant producing only a
Capital
tew thousand bricks, which was fol
t
K. Goldenberg.w. S. .Iltrnhvv flnlrlon. lowed shortly hv Ha nlant
IT .1111111..v... " ot- w:i,l
j
berg, Las Vegas; Mrs. J. p. Richard-'- , ton, N. C. In 1903 there were sixteen
..
son, Mr. Ricket. Miss Ricket. Los An pianis in operation, wnich marketed a
geles; J. W. Walker, El Paso; Y. Y. product valued at $155,040. From this
Meaker, Columbus, O.: James Riker. small beginning the number of operat-Springfield, O.; T. Benton, Durango, ing plants and the value of the prod
C. O. Randies. Coshocton. O
Thns uct increased steadily until 1907. when
Keene and wife, Muscatine, la.; Dav- 94
operating plants reported an output
id J. Ruble, Moriarty; Flora Davis, valued at
$1,225,769.
These figures
John Davis, Ula Davis, Albuquerque.
are the highest yet recorded in the
industry. In common with other Industries, the manufacture of sand-lim- e
brick fell off considerably in
1908. In 1909, however, there was a
small increase, and 1910 bids fair to
exceed the record of 1907. This indus
try Is now firmly established and will
probably show steady growth.

...

A

Girlhood

Epistle Which Has

Gen-

MARCH 23,

1C11.

Per the mother in the home to b
strong and well, able to devote her
time and strength to the rearing of
children, is one of life's greatest
blessings. Often the hearing of
children injures the mother's health,
if she has not prepared her system
in advance for the important event.
tVomen who use Mother's Friend, are saved much of the discomfort and suffering
jo common with expectant mothers. It is a penetrating oil that thoroughly lubri-:atevery muscle, nerve and tendon involved at such times, and thus promotes
physical comfort. It aids nature by expanding the skin and tissues and perfectly prepares the system for the
.oming of baby. Mother's Friend
issures a quick and natural recovery
;cr every woman who uses it. It is
for sale at drug stores. Write for
free book for expectant mothers.

uine Historic Value and of
Great Interest.
In a very remarkable article entitled
"The Girlhood of Mary Baker Eddy,"
which appears in the April number of
Munsey's Magazine, is reproduced the
second letter ever written by the founIt is dated
der of Christian Science.
September 7, 1S37, and was written,
therefore, when she was only 14 years
old.
It is addressed to her brother,
Baker, who at the
George Sullivan
time was living at Wethersfield, ConBRADFIELD EEGTJLATOE CO,
necticut. It is the epistle of a
Atlanta, Ga.
year-old
girl who spells rather
time
Baker
to
that
Mary
badly.
Up
Eddy enjoyed but little schooling, but
in her writing at this immature period
is revealed something of the temperaflashes
ment and character which later made
world-widinterest.
her a figure of
The ending of the letter ia characGood Roads Needed.
teristic, and is, with all it's original
We need a campaign for good roads
mistakes, as follows:
since there is a continual travel be
"I have written much more than I tween Chama, Park View and TIerra
intended as sister M. and I have writ Amarilla.
Roads are easily made in
ten and will now close with giving thi3 part of the country and there
you much thanks for the present you will no doubt be some improvements
sent me by Mr. C. although I did not made in the spring. Chama Valley
receive the tooth pick I shall take News.
the will for the deed and think much
of them coming from you.
Write
New Mexico and Her Press.
One of the greatest assets of New
every opportunity excuse all mistakes
as this is the second
letter I ever Mexico, which the press has overwrote and accept the well wishes of looked in boosting the many other deyour affectionate sister
sirable resources of the great southMARY M. BAKER."
west, is none other than the press itWriting to her brother Geoige Sulli- self.
van Baker, under date of January 20,
Probably because of modesty, the
1836, when she was fifteen years old, newspapers of New Mexico neglect to
she refers to her sister as follows:
mention themselves in connection
'Martha has been very ill ever since with the desirability of their respecT should
I returned from Concord.
tive communities as places of abode
think her in a confirmed consumption on the part of new settlers, but it is
if I would admit the idea, but it may a fact that cannot be contradicted that
not be so at least I hope not."
a community without one or more live,
The words, "if I would admit the progressive newspapers is indeed a
idea," are underscored iu the orig- poor place for the investment of capiinal letter, and Christian Scientists tal or the founding of a home.
believe that in this statement Mrs.
No community can thrive successEddy gave an intimation of what fully without the aid of a progressive
would later be part of the corner-ston- e
paper and any community that does
of the movement which
bears her not support, encourage and maintain
name.
such a paper i3 pretty likely to be too
These letters were recently found dead to make it desirable for either
by accident in an old trunk in the res- investment or residence.
idence of Mr3. Eddy's sister-in-laThis has reference especially to the
Mrs. George Sullivan Baker at Tilton, smaller communities where weekly or
y
New Hampshire. They were hidden
papers are published. The
away in a mass of thousands of old Evening Herald does not wish to flatdocuments and records which hal ter the editors of New Mexico, but it
been assembled by the Bakers over a feels that a word of commendation
period of seventy-fiv- e
The will not he misunderstood at thi3 time.
years.
first letter was written at Bow, Mrs. The weekly papers of Colorado, ArizoEddy's birthplace, September, 1835, na, western Kansas and a few from
when she was fourteen years old.
It several other states, come regularly
is the second epistle she ever wrote. tn the exchange desk of the Evening
These letters range all the way to Herald, together with the New Mexi1847.
In a concrete way they tell co exchanges. The weekly papers of
the whole story of the childhood of this territory are not only equal in apthis remarkable woman, among other pearance and editorial ability, but for
things, what Scientists believe to be the most part they excel the other pathe vague
of the world- pers of the states mentioned. But
wide movement which she inaugura- what is more to the point, the papers
ted.
They show also a sense of hu- of New Mexico from every section,
mor, which really manifests itself in town and hamlet, contain more boostevery one of the communications. This ing matter of the kind that counts
article is illustrated by two hitherto than all the other papers combined,
unpublished portraits of Mrs. Eddy. with the exception of the Arizona paOne of them
with these pers. It is the constant rapid fire of
letters. It was an old leather album advertising that is building up the tercontaining pictures of most of the ritory of New Mexico. Many of the
members of the Baker family.
papers have made their initial appearance only within the past few years,
A
Special Medicine for Kidney
but the editors, many of them but reAilments.
cent additions to the population themMany elderly people have found in selves, have caught the spirit of New
Foley's Kidney Remedy a quick re- Mexico and they present her charms
lief and permanent benefit from kid- and recourses in an irresistible manney and bladder ailments and from ner.
annoying urinary irregularities due
While modesty at all times is seemto advancing years.
Isaac N. Regan, ly on the part of the press, it is no
Farmer, Mo., says: "Foley's Kidney more than its due that it be numberRemedy effected a complete cure in ed and enroll itself well towards the
my case and 1 want others to know of front rank of the list of resources and
it." Capital Pharmacy.
assets that are bound to make the
new stafe one of the greatest in the
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CARDINAL GIBBONS APPROVES
TUBERCULOSIS DAY.

(Him

e

It Will Be Observed in Churches
the United States on or
About April 30.

of

Cardinal Gibbons,
the highest
authority of the Roman Catholic
Church in America, has
expressed his
approval of Tuberculosis Day, which
is to be observed by the churches of
the United States on or about April
30th, and of the general organized

...

campaign, according
to a report of an interview made public today by the National Association
for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis.
The interview was granted by His
Eminence to H. Wirt Steele, Executive Secretary of the Maryland Association for the Prevention and Relief
of Tuberculosis and Dr. Charles
O'
Donovan, one of the leading physicians of Baltimore.
Mr. Steels and
Dr. O'Donovan explained to the Cardinal the object of Tuberculosis Day,
namely, that it was an effort to secure
a simultaneous systematic
presentation of the educational side of the
tuberculosis campaign in all of the
churches of the United States on April
30th or on some other day in the
week preceding or the week following that date.
The Cardinal expressed his entir sympathy with the
plan
of the Tuberculosis Day movement,
and endorsed the program both of the
Maryland Association and of the National Association.
Following the interview, Cardinal
Gibbons also sent a letter to Mr.
Steele in which he expressed formally
his approval of the
campaign as conducted in the United
States at the present time. The letter is as follows:
Baltimore, Feb. 23d, 1911.
My Dear Mr. Steele:

semi-weekl-

I have read with keen Interest the
pamphlets you sent me, which tell of
the triumps already achieved in the
warfare against tuberculosis.
My wonder has been aroused by the
simplicity of the arms used in this
warfare name' y rational living and
cleanliness which are within the
reach of all.
I shall follow with special interest
all your efforts in this splendid propaganda against the terrible disease, and
hope the results of your labor will be
commensurate with the zeal, the energy, and self sacrifice which you and
s
your
are devoting to
the work.
I can well remember the
ravages
made by yellow fever in days gone by,
but Tejoice to see that the medical
fraternity have conquered it.
I trust that you will be equally suc
cessful against tuberculosis.
With best wishes, I am
Yours faithfully,
'

fore-runn-

ed

Frank Cabaniss, alias Martin Cane,
captured in this city some time ago
for attempting the old horse race confidence game, subsequently tried and
acquitted, was taken to Seattle, Washington, in charge of a deputy United
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
States marshall, where it 13 said he
CITY OFFICE IN
is wanted cn a charge of smueeline
opium. Since the arrest of Cabaniss it
has developed that he was wanted 1n
NEW MEXICANjDLDC
Santa Fe carpenters and builders many parts of the country for various
$ZEtf
should examine carefully the adver- offenses. It appears that Miss MarORtisement of Major Kimball, chief quar- garet Gray knows a great deal about
termaster department of Arizona, call- Cabaniss and his operations. She apUNION DEPOT
ing for bids for the erection of a pears, too, to be infatuated with the
new guard house at Fort Wingate.
man, having come to this city shortly
after he was captured here. To preA Mother's Safeguard.
vent her being placed on the witness
Foley's Honey and Tar for the stand on the part of the state, Cabanchildren.
Is best and safest for all iss had planned to marry the young
coughs, colds, croup, whooping cough woman last Thursday, the ceremony
to have taken place ia the jail. But
Pharmacy.
for the prosecution enterattorneys
IN EACH TOWN
ed a protest and the marriage did not
and district to
take place. As soon as it was anTs "a"ents
.ample Latest Mode) "Rantrer" bicycle furnished
ai.
and fecial offer
W"'J'JU
nounced that Cabaniss would ha toiron
u....,. uiiu.particulars
yuu
.
iipproveot your h cycle We shir
.....
' to Seattle ir;ao n-Palace.
C. M. lechheimer, Oklahoma; H. S. It
theu not
"
satisfied or do not wish
ir.
that
yoaie
appears
the
man
accused
had
Lyjl-yil1:,Pfely
t;
u
.:
u? i our expense ann jwii will not be out one cent.
uov"
i i m
Wanamaker, Amistad; Charles Car-- plenty of money-anfrraae "'Ww
is possible to
that Miss Gray
FACTORY PRICES V one s V ne
I"?fit above actual factory cost. You
i.e.; rutn, Alamosa.
?ma
has cnarge of it Wnen firgt captuml
to $2S middlemen's profits by buyinjr direct of us and have the
s IZnSi
ant behind your ..cycle. WO NOT H V Y a bicycle or a pair manufacturer
tires from
Montezuma.
nra!
here some expensive legal proceed- at any fnce until you receive our catalogues and learn our otunheard
altcnZi
01
trices and remarkable special offers to rider agents.
Ralph H. Kinsloe, Albuquerque; J. inSS followed in an effort to get Caban-M- .
receiv o'rsim.
cataWue and1
YOU W LL BE ASTON SHED
models
study y"
at
the
superb
Hartley and son, Buckman; Mr. 'ss out of the clutches of the law.
ivondcrfullf
loTvmes we can make you this year. e sellpur
the highest grade bicycles for less mone
v . nr. eticriprt
" and Mrs. C. H. Springer, Kansas City; This entailed much expense for attor-W- .
than ailV Other farmrv.
C.
r
s
11
iKAi.i.:i.s.
F. Connelly, Alamosa; R. C. Dunn, ney hire and
bicycle
vm
doubl- e- our
'
every time the young
prices. Orrtere filled the' day"received.
S.KCO?iD HAND BICSCJ-KWe do not reirularlv handle second nanj
mi m
H. O. , Snyder, Puebloj Mr. woman was on hand with the cash to
Pittsburg;
h.
usually liave a number on hand taktm in trad,- - hv nur f
&i7oromrttiv
Tk..
.,r..
i,
and Mrs. E. G. Mustang, El Paso; J. pay for
from M:l r, Ktt nr IKI'O.
at Drices
!:'.
k
:i
legal services.
r...:A .,il
It is pre-F- .
and
Roberts, Snyder; L. C. Ilfeld, Las sumed that she has
on to
gone
b Franklin, Albuquerque; W.le to secure
to defend the
lawyers
O.
PUNCTURE-PROOHEDOETHORfl
F
Duvall, Denver; Herbert H. Hoi-- j accused man
g

Shortest Line to Denver,

THURSDAY,

fellow-worker-

(Signed) J. CARD. GIBBONS.
The National Association has prepared an outline for a tuberculosis

lecture or sermon especially adapted
for clergymen who will speak on Tuberculosis Day and also other literaCHILDREN'S MORTALITY
Union.
ture which will be sent to any clergyCAUSED BY TUBERCULOSIS.
Farmers, miners, capitalists and ar- man applying for it at the office of the
tisans we need, but the live, progres- National Association, 105 East 22nd
Open Air Schools Advocated to Save
sive, hard working, honest editor is a Street, New York City, or at the
Lives of Sixty-fou- r
Hundred
to any community
that headquarters of any state or local asnecessity
Children Each Year.
It is estimated that every year, in would live and prosper. Albuquerque sociation in the United States.
Herald.
the United States, sixty-fou- r
hundred
j
If you want anything on earth
children die of tuberculosis.
try
The av- ENTHUSIASTIC MEETING OF
a New Mexican Want Ad.
erage age at which they die is twelve
AT GALISTEO.
PARENTS
and a half years, which means that
for six years they have been receivAddresses By County School Superining education from the State. Every
tendent and Others Program
year's education is computed to cost
By School.
thirty dollars; so that each child has
cost, for six years' teaching, one
Galisteo, N. M., March 23. A large
hundred and eighty dollars, and the and enthusiastic parents' meeting was
sixty-fou- r
hundred children have cost held at the school house on Monday
considerably more than a million dol- night. The occasion was the preslars.
What community, the advo- ence of County School Superintendcates of open-ai- r schools demand, can ent John V. Conway, who made an
afford to throw away such a sum address on the necessity and importevery year? For a ,child that dies at ance of constant school attendance.
The following program was rendertwelve years of age, before he has
One way Colonist tickets on sale
rendered any service to society ed by. the pupils of the two schools
March 10 to April 10, 1911, indaily,
through productive energy, must be which are in charge of Mrs. Marie C. clusive, from
estimated as a total los3 to the com- Navarro, as principal, and Jose
as assistant.
,
SANTA FE, N. M.- munity.
Invocation and Prayer.
t is not, sentiment, it is the thing
Only a few points shown below.
Flag Salute and Star Spangled Ban For fares to other
farthest removed in all the world
points and inforner, by School.
from charity, say the open-ai- r
r
apostles, Introduction, by Hon. Donaciano mation as to the liberal
privthat such appalling waste of public
ileges accorded, phone, write or see
Angel.
the
money should be stopped.
And if outundersigned.
Recitation, I am a Soldier Boy, by Los
door schools for normally
Angeles
healthy George Silva.
...$25.00
children will reduce the length of their
San- San Francisco
Jose
25.00
Duet
Give
Us
Statehood,
school terra and will simplify and
San
Diego ...
doval and Jose Montoya.
25.00
the
cheapen
entire school apparatus,
... 25.00
Smallpox in New Mexico, Paper by Pasadena ... ......
what vast economy there may be in Mrs.
Redlands
M. C. Navarro.
25.00
the scheme, not to speak of its more
Sacramento
Recitation. Salomon Mora.
25.00
human
appealing
features thousands
Santa Barbara
25.00
Gently Down, Pantomime Song.
of young lives saved for hnnn!r,o
We Always Seem so Jolly, by Pri Monterey
25.50
and usefulness! Munsey
Prescott .'
mary Class.
Magazine.
21.35
A
MaGentle
Tax
Poll
Phoenix ...
Reminder,
25.00
SHE BROKE DOWN ENTIRELY
rie C; Navarro.
Flagstaff ... I
1725
Lantz, W, Va., Mrs. Tebe Talbott,
Talk by Hon. j. V. Conway.
Tucsa
25.00
of this place, says, "I had been trouGod Be With You Till We Meet B'"bee
26.35
bled with womanly ailmenfa tnr
Again, by Dolores Chavez, Flora Ana-y- a Goldfield
time, and at last I broke down entire- and Georgia Chavez.
Tonopah ... ...
3560
y. I got so weak I could
Mr. Conway made a forceful apscarcely
m'nK
12.65
walk across the room. Thanks to peal to the parents which was
very Silver City ... ...
1465
Cardui, I Improved right off. Now I well received.
He was followed by
Through tourist sleepers to Los
do my housework, and am feeling Apolonio Chavez, Donaciano
Angel
well." During the past 50 years, more and Pedro Ortiz y Pino, whose talk Angeles and, San Francisco are electhan a million women have been bene was along the same lines of school tric lighted and have smoking rocm
fited by taking Cardui. You must be attendance, vaccination and poll tax. for men and extra large dressing
room for women.
lieve that Cardui will help youtoo,
Superintendent Conway examined
since it helped all these others. Car- the children of both schools and exH. S. LUTZ,
dui is a safe, harmless, vegetable pressed himself as well satisfied with
Agent.
mfJfm
s. p. pv.
remedy, of positive, curative merit, the work of the teachers. On leaving,
for women. At drug stores.' 'Try one Mr. Conway promised to return on a
SANTA FE N. M.
similar visit in about five weeks.
bottle. It will surely help yw- -
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Territory of New Mexico

BUARDJRDERS

HO. 3.

promotions, subject to examination, in
the National Guard of New Mexico are announced, to date
from today:
2nd lieutenant, vice Wiley
Sergeant Jacob Safford to be
promoted.
Second Lieutenant Henry F. Christian to be 1st Lieutenant,
vice Schwerdtfeger, transferred to unassigned list.
Sergeant William W. Dean to be 2nd Lieutenant, vice
Christian promoted.
Sergeant John F. Newkirk to be 1st Lieutenant, vice Clayton transferred to unassigned list.
Corporal Robert Carson to be 2nd Lieutenant, vice Wilder
transferred to unassigned list.
Color Sergeant James H. McHughes to be 2nd Lieutenant
on the unassigned list.
F. M. Haley to be 2nd Lieutenant, vice Baker promoted.
Lieutenant Safford is assigned to duty with Co. "F", 1st
Infantry, and will report in person to Captain Norman L.
King for duty.
Lieutenants Christian and Dean are assigned to duty- with
Co. "B," 1st Infantry, and will report in person to Captain
C. D. Church for duty.
Lieutenants Newkirk and Carson are assigned to duty witli
Co. "C," 1st Infantry, and will report in person to Captain
C. R. Echols for duty.
Lieutenant Haley is assigned to duty with Co. "A," 1st Infantry, and will report in person to Captain P. E. Dessauer
for duty.
from duty with
2. The following officers are relieved
troops and placed on the unassigned list.
Captain Thad J. Kennedy.
1st Lieut. R. H. Gudger.
2nd Lieut. W. E. Dudley.
2nd Lieut. Ross L. Malone.
1st Lieut. Fred Clayton.
2nd Lieut. Jesse A. Wilder.
1st Lieut. Bertram H. Schwerdtfeger.
1st Lieut. Walter R. Ames.
3. The following appointment in the National Guard of
New Mexico is announced:
Dr. M. P. Skeen, of Artesia, to be Captain, Medical Corps,
to date from today.
4. 1st Lieutenant W. G. Love, 1st Infantry, having been
absent from the Territory without leave for more than six
months, is, in compliance with Section 40, Chapter 101, Laws
of 1905, dismissed the service.
By command of the Governor:
A. S. BROOKES,
OFFICIAL:
A. S. BROOKES,
Adjutant General.
Adjutant, General.
1.
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TSy "SWeinsn
pefTectron sua'
French volubility. His wife would be 2
s.
upstairs studying.
'
customer Is
satisfied
As he opened the front door he Baw s
Every
an advertisement for your store.
that there was no light In the living
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County of Santa Fe
In the First Judicial District Court,
in and for the County of Santa Fe,
Territory of New Mexico.
Arthur Knaebel and Ernest Knaebel,
Plaintiffs.

vs.
Frank E. Mera, Matias J. Nagel, and
the unknown heirs or Bartolome
Marquez, deceased, the unknown
heir, of Jose Marquez, deceased, and
all unknown owners or proprietors
of the tract of land hereinafter particularly described, and also all
claimants of interests in the
said premises, adverse to the plaintiffs.

Defendants.

!

SMiss

I

Travers

j

room nor In the hall. He went to the
foot of the stairs and called ; no one
He made his way toward
answered.
the back of the house, and heard light
steps in the kitchen. He opened the
door and stopped in amazement
At a table in the middle of the room
his wife was beating eggs. She wore a
little blue linen gown and a white
scrap of an apron. Her hair was braided simply and wound about her head,
and Bhe looked very young and girlish,
"What are you doing?" Arnold demanded.
She flashed a smile at him. "Ma,
king an omelet."
"Where are the maids?"
"I sent them away. I wanted to be
alone with you."
"Good," he said heartily.
As she flitted from one thing to another, doing her work somewhat unhandily, he watched her with delight On
the stage, everywhere, she had seemed
so remote until now. She had been a
,
not a wife in
sort of
the Intimate, close domestic sense.
And all at once he knew that It was
the hearth woman that satisfied him
best.
He helped her Joyously, making the
toast, broiling the birds that he had
brought, peeling a dish of peaches.
They ate their dinner with the little
table drawn close to the big fireplace.
Arnold kept on his corduroys, and his
wife did not change her dress. It was
their first release from formality In
their wedded life.
"It is the best ever," Arnold said,
with enthusiasm.
"You have always
been a sort of a dream lady to me before. For the first time you are a real
woman."
"But I can't do this always," she told
him. "We must have maids, you
know."
"But now I know that you can do It,"
he said, "that you can come out of the
clouds and touch real things for a little while.
"I believe It Is the real me," she said
whimsically, "this housewifely part of
me. There was a grandmother who was
the wife of a dairy farmer. I remember
when I was a little girl I used to watch
her make tarts and cookies, and It
seemed to me If I could do things like
that when I grew up that life would be
perfect. Then I found that I could act,
and I was switched off from my proper
She smiled at him. "Perdestiny."
haps I shall switch myself back again."
And make tarts, and cookies for the
rest of your life?"
She shook her head. "Oh, no, but
I'd like to be what they represent. Yet
have I a right to do it? Doesn't my
genius belong to the world?"
"It does," he assured her. "But lis
ten, six months we'll come up here and
live like any common couple, and the
other six months the world may have
you."
That was why the world wondered
when, at las'., the famous Miss Travers
retired from the stage.
"How could she do It?" they said.

By TEMPLE BAILEY

(Copyright,

1811.

by Associated

Press.)

j
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Literary

"I should love you," Arnold said dogYou
gedly, "under any circumstances.
are what you are by the grace of God,
and I want you for my wife."
From the other side of the fireplace
Miss Travers regarded him gloomily.
"Women who act " she said, "what
can you expect of them? They are
never domestic, and you are uHed to domestic women. Tour mother Is a
You have always dwelt In a
d

establishment

You

r.

have

nothing In common with Bohemlanism;
and I, why my life swings from the
prosperity of a table d'hote at a French
restaurant to Uie meagerness of ray
morning bacon cooked over the gas
frowned. "Don't talk of that,"
he said hastily. "That will be over
when you are my wife."
"Will It?" she asked. "What If my
genius should insist upon finding ex-

pression?"
"I am not asking you to settle down,"
Arnold told her almost with Irritation.
"I love your art. I love you as you are
tonight in that gray gown, and the
firelight bringing out the red in your
hair. I'm not sure that I should enjoy
you halt as much in a conventional
shirtwaist or an apron."

"I should like to think," she said
wistfully, "that you should like me
love me In anything."
"Why analyze?" he asked lightly.
"To me you are altogether lovely."
She bent toward him. "If I decide
tonight," she said, "if I say 'yes' tonight, are you sure you won't regret?"
"Very sure," he said gravely.
Suddenly she surrendered and whispered, "If it will make you happy."
He went home radiant. His mother's
door was half open as he passed it, bo
he went In and found her propped up
tends to remain in Albuquerque for
WESTGARD GOES WEST
on pillows, her Bible on the table bea
two
to
in
or
order
day
VIA SOCORRO AND QUEMADO.
side her, the latest magazine in her
the load so as to be in the best possihand.
manner
ble
Sanfor
the
of
very
South
prepared
Over
Acequias,
Bridges
"I came to tell you of my happiness,"
Albuof
west
rough going expected
ta Fe, Caused Much Trouble
he said.
some
to
deviate
querque. He intends
for His Truck.
A shadow fell on her fine old face,
from "The Trail to Sunset," laid out
but she said quietly, "Then It Is Alicia
Albuquerque, N. M., March 23. A.
by him last fall. That route, for
Travers ?"
L. Westgard, who spreads the slogan,
pleasure cars, he considers the most
"Yes," he said. "We are going to
"See America First," and who is the scenic of any that he has ever trav-be married as soon as her season is
of
the
first
and
president
organizer
erseu, dui owing to tne long wneei
over, next month.''
Touring Club of America, as well as base and broad gauge of the truck, he
"She Is lovely," his mother said, "yet
a special representative of the United i3 afraid that, in the present condition
I'm half afraid, dear boy."
States office of public roads, arrived of the roads, it would be impossible to
"Please," he pleaded, "don't be afraid.
in Albuquerque yesterday from Las safely pilot the truck over portions of
She is sure that she won't come up to
a
Vegas, via Santa Fe. He is piloting
the standard of family domesticity, but
it. Hence he intends to keep on the
motor truck, weighing, with its load, west side of the Rio Grande to San
I want a wife, not a housekeeper,
mother."
13,500 pounds, and is covering the Antonio, where the river will
be
His mother shook her head. "Little
route laid out by him last fall from crossed on an iron
thence go
bridge,
blind boy," she said. "Every man needs
ocean to ocean, and named by him ing north on the
side of the
opposite
a caretaker; not a housekeeper, not a
"The Trail to Sunset." The object of river to Socorro, and heading west
cook, but the guardian of his home;
the trip is to keep the local authorities through Magdalena and Rito Quemado
one who makes it a secure place, a ret-- '
in
interested
the
line
making
to
along
Arizona, at which
Springerville,
uge from the world. With a wife like
this route fit for motor travel at all point he will rejoin his route of last
the one you have chosen there will be
seasons of the year, and many im- - fall. This detour will necessitate con'
no fixed abode. Will you ever be happrovements have already been noted siderable more mileage and will not
life?"
py in a
wane
JNew
oauia.
ui
re, present nearly such interesting coun-tryin
Mexico,
"Of course," he said stoutly, but his
n AnnPnwMnA nrtfl '
Mm TIT .
J
but will offer better road surface.
heart misgave him. AH of his boyish
Governor Mills, who expressed himself
dreams had tended toward the fine old
as being much interested in the projNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
estate which his father had left him.
ect, and pledged himself to lend all
He had seen himself playing the host
Not Coal.)
(0704
possible support to the Improvement Department of the Interior,
with his wife by his side. Yet he had
of the route. Mr. Westgard, in magaU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
fallen In love with a woman who lived
zine articles and in his report to the
half her time in hotels, and the rest of
March 10, 1911.
It in chair cars or sleepers.
government, upon the completion of Notice is hereby given that Ramon
Yet when he saw her the next night,
his trip last fall, stated that Bernalillo Martinez y Lujan of Lamy, N. M., who,
county, New Mexico, had the worst on November 14, 1905, made home
That the defendant is required to an appealing figure in the little play
hair
roads of any part of the entire trans- stead entry No.
for SE 4 set forth the nature of their claims; which suited her, her
continental route. This severe criti- Section 10, Township 14 N., Range 11 that the rights, titles and Interests ailing unbound to her knees, her shimmering satin robe giving her a bridecism brought results, as this county E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of all the
parties known and unknown
has now raised $10,000 towards the of intention to make final five year herein be determined by the Decree like beauty, he felt no doubts. She was
soon be his.
improvemen of roads, and especially proof to establish claim to the land of this Court, etc. as will more fully perfect, and she would
In the spring they were married. He
the route in which Mr. Westgard is above described, before Register and appear by reference to the complaint
had planned a honeymoon at his cotInterested Upon leaving Las Vegas Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa filed in this cause.
And that unless tage In the pine woods, but fate InterN.
on
Fe,
the
5th day of May.
M.,
last Saturday some very rough going
you enter your appearance by the 24th vened. There was a great part in a
was experienced, more particularly in 1911.
day of April, A. D. 1911, judgement great play, and it was necessary that
the neighbordhood of the village of " Claimant names as witnesses:
will be rendered against you by de his wife should go to Paris to see the
of
N.
Augustin
Santa
Gonzales,
Fe,
Governor Mill3 stated,
Tecolote.
fault.
author, so he went with her.
M.;
Mar
Pedro
Enrique Martinez,
however, that the entire route from
Arnold gave himself up to a life that
VOLNEY
G.
HOWARD,
(SEAL)
Santa Fe to Las Vegas would be grad- tinez, Antonio Jose Garcia, all of
to his wife's success. He
contributed
for
Plaintiffs.
N. M.
Attorney
ed and put in good condition at once; Lamy,
Office and Post Office Address, San spent money on her freely, lavished
MANUEL
R.
OTERO,
in fact, gangs are now at work on varupon her every luxury, and was
Register. ta Fe, New Mexico.
amused and interested by the novelty
ious portions of the route.
From
I have of It all. Yet he felt that he did not
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
Glorieta to Santa Fe, a distance of
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS.
hereunto set my hand and the seal make her happy. Now and then she
about 25 miles, the party found a new
road graded all the way; also, from Neutralize and remove the poisons of this Court at Santa Fe, New Mexi would look at him wistfully and say:
Santa Fe south as far as Algodones, a that cause backache, rheumatism, co, this 28th day of February, A. D. "It Is going to end: you won't like this
nervousness and all kidney and blad- 1911.
always."
Some
distance of about 38 miles.
uer irregularities.
Then he would comfort her. "Some
EDWARD L. SAFFORD,
nulla up 1911.
xney
howwas
heavy going
experienced,
ana restore the natural action of
we'll settle down."
Clerk.
day
on
ever,
portions of this road, owing these vital
"But can I settle down?" was her inorgans.
Capital
Pharmacy.
to the fact that it is constructed, in a
sistent question.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
major part, on a sandy barren, and
"Of course you can," he said. Yet
new
com
Mexican
of
the
Interior.
rantftag
Department
64
motor
'of
truck
the
the tread
being
there were times when her genius
has
civil
pany
and
M.
U.
criminal
S.
Land
N.
Office
at
prepared
Santa
Fe,
inches, it could not avail itself of dockets
seemed to separate her from him, and
for the use of JusMarch 17, 1911,
the track made by other vehicles, but tices of especially
he felt forlorn and alone.'
the peace. They are especialis
Notice
hereby given that Lucianwas compelled to make a new track ly ruled, with
He never felt It so much as on the
In
ita Ribera of Pecos, N. M., who, on
for itself on one side, which consumed eitner Spanish orprinted headings.
made of March 11, 1904, made homestead en last night of the season when she
English,
bowed her farewell to a clamoring aua great deal of its power. In spite of good record paper,
amended Dec. 2, 1910, NO
strongly and durdience. She seemed to belong to the
the gruelling test to which the motor aDiy bound, with leather back and try
for N
SW
Sec.
SE
27,
people, not to him.
has been subjected since leaving Den- covers and canvas sides, hall full
NE
SE
and NE
section When Bhe came to him behind the
ver, the truck is in splendid shape, Index in front and the fees of justices 28, township 17 N., range 12 E., N. M.
and negotiated a steep ascent and de- of the peace and constables printed P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten- scenes, she laid her head against his
arm and said, "Let's go away somescent at the La Bajada mountain in full on the Urst page. The pages tion to make fina' five
year proof, to where, far away from everybody, Just
Inches. These books ar establish claim to the land above
without, difficulty and was only com- are 10
you and I, and be happy."
pelled to back and fill on two of the made up in civij and criminal dockets.
before Register and Receiver,
He took her to his cottage in the
31
of
curves
with
on the switchback. separate
sharpest
pages each, or
U. S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Her maid went with her. The
pines.
Below Algodones, it was necessary to both civil and criminal bound in one on the 6th
of May 1911.
day
seemed crowded for the
little
house
strengthen 17 small bridges over irri book, 80 pases civil and 320 pages
Claimant names as witnesses:
first time. Before he had married her
To
criminal.
them
Introduce
are
they
gation ditches, and this consumed
Trinidad Apodaca, Crestino Ribera, all the service had been performed by
time. At one place it broke through offered at the following prices
Pablo Gonzales, Toribio Gonzales, En- one man, a native woodsman. Now,
Civil
Criminal
or
I2.7E
one of these bridges, although the
rique Ribera, all of Pecos, N. M.
however, with the chattering French
same was newly constructed and ap Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
MANUEL R. OTERO,
nald and the two stalwart Swedes
For 45 cents additional for a single
was little left of the charm of
there
peared strong. The top planks, how
Isolation.
ever, were or too light material to docket, or 65 cents additional for
common
most
case
The
of
insomnia
will
sent
be
combination
docket, they
stand the tremendous weight of the
He said something of this once to
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in is disorder of the stomach. Chamber- his wife. "Alec and I got more out of
truck.
Stomach
Liver
Iain's
and
cor
Tablets
order. State
full must accompany
The reception of the party at San- plainly whether English or Spanish rect these disorders and enable you this than you and I."
"Why?"
was
ta Fe
to sleep.
very enthusiastic, the citi- printed heading Is wanted.
For sale by all dealers.
"He used to go off in the woods and
zens combining with each other in
leave me alone," Arnold said, "but you
courall
the
'
party
showing
possible
Herewith are tome bargains offered
and I are never alone."
Sale of timber District No. 3, Albuquertesies. Interesting photographs were
que, N, M., March 7. 1911, Sealed bids
"You mean the maids?" she asked.
com
New
hy.the
Mexican
Printing
marked
Timber
Sale
"Bid,
outside,
.
Apsecured of historical points in this in-- pany: Code of
"Yes. There are too many of us here
6. 1910.
Pecos," and
Civil Procedure of the plication December
"
to the District Forester, Albuteresting city, and Governor Mills had Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep addressedNew
there
is no romance."
Mexico, will be received np
querque,
his- photograph taken in front of the
"I
not noticed it, I have studied
had
the
and
7th
of
to
1911
including
day
April
state capitol with the truck. The par- bound, $1? paper bound. 75c. Missouri for all merchantable dead timber standing so hard."
Pleading
or down, and the live timber marked for
Code
Missouri
$5;
forms,
ty was met near Bernalillo by Presi"Come with me tomorrow into the
cutting by the Forest officer, on an area
designated by the Forest woods," he pleaded. "I want to show
dent D. K. B. Sellers, of the New Mex- readings,to $6; the two for S10, to be definitely
before
officer
New
Adapted
Mexico Code, Laws
cnttlng begins, approximaico Automobile Association with an au- or
in Sec, 3, T, 16 N R. 10K Sees, 34 and 35. you some of my old haunts."
ew Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903, tely
T.17 N It. 10 K., N, M. P, M. surveyed land
tomobile load of local autolsts and es
"You must go alone," she stated. "I
Pecos
National Korest, New
and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25; within the
corted to the city. Mr. Westgara in- - English
Mexico, estimated to be 150,000 ft. B. M. have so many things to do."
full leather $3. ; Sheriff's Flexible of
western yellow pine. Douglas fir, white
In the morning he went off, taking a
more or
pine,
Coyer Pock-- t Dockets,' single, $1.25; fir, andNolimber
bid of less than $8.00 per M. ft. B. dog with him, and a gun in the hope of
less.
two or more books, $1 each.
New M, will be considered and a deposit of birds. In the evening it began to rain.
must be sent to me f irst National
BRJVIi
Supreme Cpurt Reports, Nos. $100
Rnnlr nf A lhnnnernlTft. N. M- for aili hlri and he came home in the gray drizzle.
aHK jour ii 'rugylNt for
3
and
to the District Forester. Tlm-pe- r
10
submitted
ComI hl.ehM.tcr'a Ilam iind llnnlV,
inclusive, $3.30 each.
he saw a
l'Hta In Rod tn(j
valid claims is exempted from As be neared the cottage
ld maaluAV.r
pilation Corporation Lasvs, 75 e. Com- sale. upon
bxe6, sealed with j,,
Bl u Ribbon. V
Tho right to reject any or all b'ds Is point of light in the window. He half
,,w oiner. hi. or Tf iui.
For furtner information govern wished that Alec might be there in the
Money's reserved.
3 pilation Mining Laws, 0 0
iiIWfiS:..A!k
ing sales, address Forest Supervisor. Pecos
UIE
ltH.Mll u,
JJigest of New Mexico Reports, full National Forest, Pecos, New Mexico. 6hadows cooking their bachelor dinner
jreais known u Best, Safest. Always Kdiall.
fuU llBt 8ch001 blank"- - EARLIi H, OLAPP Acting District Fores
SOLD BmtCaiSTS MOTHERS
Bheep'
QYec tha coals. .He.kae.w that he, would
ter,"
house-formerl-

e

ace-qui-

red-gol- d

8626-0704-

7843-0371-

1--

2

4

4

1-- 4

The fake ad. Is known by the
company It keeps.
Retail advertising Is about
ninety per cent a female proposition.
Newspaper advertising repudiates the fear of the high cost
of advertising and the
claim
that it Is growing higher.
A dissatisfied customer costs
more than the expense of getting him Interested.
As Is the head of the busiIf he
ness, so is the business.
Is enthusiastic and always pushing, the staff under him Is enthusiastic and Industrious.
The time to advertise is all
the time. The man who fishes
longest has the largest basket
of fish.
You do not count for much
unless people know about you.

j

fif

home-keepe-

The said defendants Frank E. Mera,
Matias J. Nagel, and the unknown
heirs of Bartolome Marquez, deceased, the unknown heirs of Jose Marquez, deceased, and all unknown owners or proprietors of the tract of land
hereinafter particularly described, and
also all unknown claimants of Interests in the said premises averse to
the plaintiffs, are hereby notified that
a complaint has been filed against
them in The District Court for the
County of Santa Fe and Territory of
New Mexico, that being the Court In
which said causfl Is pending, by said
plaintiffs, Arthur Knaebel and Ernest
Knaebel, the general object of said action being the division partition and
quieting the title of certain tract
of land situate in the County of Santa
Fe and Territory of New Mexico,
bounded and described as follows, that
is to say, bounded on its Westerly
side by the middle line of a certain
ancient highway being the highway
next Westerly from the recent small
settlement known as Sunmount;
bounded on the North side by a
straight line beginning in the middle
of the said highway and thence running due East through the m'ddle of
a small valley between the hill on
which is situate a small reservoir of
The Santa Fe Water and Light Company and the adjacent high hills lying Southerly and South Westerly
from said Reservoir Hill, and which
North line extends to the middle line
of a deep arroyo, containing large deposits of a white earth commonly designated tierra blanca, the same being
the first deep arroyo situate East of
the said high hills; bounded on the
East side by a straight line which, intersecting at right angles the said
North boundary, begins at a point in
the middle vertical line of the only
door on the South side of the
of one Francisco de Anaya,
now deceased, which house is situate
on a flat hill or table land in the vicinof the
ity of the present power-houssaid Water and Light Company, and
which house, with the said door, or
the aperture thereof, is visible and
conspicuous from the North boundary
of the said tract of land, and which
East boundary line runs from the said
middle vertical line of the said door
due South to a point in the middle
a
of a certain ancient and disused
of which only Vestiges now remain and which said acequia was constructed by Bartolome Marquez and
Francisco Marquez, both now deceased; and bounded on Southerly
side by the middle line of said acequia
its intersection with the said East
boundary to Its intersection with the
middle line of the said highway

-
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LOST Black silk umbrella with
white handle and silver knob on the
end marked A. Staab. Suitable reward for the return of same to A.
Staab.
TYPEWRITERS.
adjusted and repaired. New
olatens furnished. Ribbons and sud-plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
ind rented. Standard makes handled.
Ail r.iair work and typewriters guar- anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter

Cleaned,
'

j

231.

mange.
SHE TRIES TO BUY

FOR SALE.

True Principle About the Importance
of Different Advertising Directions.

Mrs. Smith had read of a new skirt.
Advertising had done its best and she
went to the city store with the ad in
her hand to look at those skirts.
About half of the purpose of this advertisement was for its influence on
the dealer.
Mrs. Smith asked the
clerk in the department store to show

her the skirts.
"We don't keep 'em, ma'am," was
all this girl had to offer, and she went
on chewing her gum and continuing
the conversation with Gerty, the girl
at the next counter.
"But can't you get one for me?"
persisted Mrs. Smith.

House and Lots in Las
Vegas, N. M.
Desiring to change my residence
from I.as Vegas by reason of my poor
health, I offer to sell my house and
lots situated on the south side of the
pai'k in said town.
The building is 2 story, built of
stone, adapted for business, comprising rooms and backyards, with fixtureg
for electric lights and water pipes.
The rooms now occupied bring me a
monthly rent of $73.00.
I will sell the premises for $0,500.
Terms: $3,500 paid in hand, and
$3,000 in one year, secured by mortgage of the premises.
Address al correspondence to
TRINIDAD ROMERO.. Sr.,
Las Vegas, N. M.
February 22nd, 1911.
Valuable

A

"I said we don't keep 'em, but I'll

ask the floor walker," and the patient

Mrs. Smith waited.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
The connecting link between the
purchaser and the store great and
MASONIC.
big was "Sorry, madam, but we have
some other skirts Just as good, and I
Montezuma Lodge
am sure you will like them better.
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Miss Saxton, show the lady some of
Regular communiour new skirts," and he moved on
cation first Monday
down the aisle.
of each month at
But fcuppose Mrs. Smith is very perMasonic - Hall
at
sistent, which as a matter of fact is
7.30.
H. H. DORMAN,
generally not the case, and Insists
upon seeing the buyer. What hapMaster.
pens?
CHAS. E. LINNEY, Secretary.
The buyer explains that the store
has a skirt made under Its own label
Santa Fe Chapter No.
which Is much better and advises
1, R. A. M.
Regular
Mrs. Smith to forget about this adconvocation second
vertised kind, because he is sure she
Monday of each month
will be more pleased with their stock,
at Masonic Hall at
their
and besides "they guarantee
7:30 p. m.
skirts!"
JOHN H. WALKER,
The advertising and Its Influence on
H. P.
the dealer Is lost.
ARTHUR SELIGMAX, Secretary.
in
lives
Mrs.
Smith
Now, suppose
the country, or in one of the smaller
Santa Fe Commandery
towns and cities. When she goes to
No. 1, K. T. Regular
the store for this skirt, she meets the
conclave fourth Monproprietor, or can do so with ease. If
day in each month at
he can help her to get what she wants
Masonic Hall at 7:30
he knows that it will more perfectly
p. m.
Influis
He
store.
to
his
rivet her
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. Cs
enced by her request, and, as he has W.
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
no private brand to push, is quite willing to stock goods for which adverSanta
Fe Lodge of
tisers make a demand.
Perfection No. 1, 14th
The direct work on dealers in small
degree. Ancient and Actowns and cities will get to men who
cepted Scottish Rite of
have already heard of the advertising
Free Masonry meets on
through their customers, while In nine
cases out of ten, the big department the third Monday of each month
Btore buyer never hears of the in- - at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
of Masonic Hall, south
side of Plaza.
quiries because the whole make-uthe organization is not such as to en- Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cor
courage clerks to do more than to sell dially invited to attend.
S. SPITZ, 32
the goods in stock and they soon learn
to ask no "foolish questions" about
Venerable Master.
other merchandise.
HEXRY F. STEPHENS. 32
Think it over, Mr. Advertiser.
H

WELL TO WATCH THEM BOTH
Matter of Honesty There Seems
Little to Choose Between the
Sexes.

p

Secretary.

B. P. O. E.

j

&

Santa Fe Lodge

The Ideal merchandise more
than meets the demands made
upon It; It leaves with the purchaser a feeling of satisfaction
that brings him back for more.

No.
460, B. P. O. E. holds

Character First Essential.

welcome.
A. J. FISCHER,
Exalted Ruler.

"Back of everything you sell Is
your character, and when your com
munity believes that, you have found
your customer, gentlemen, and you
will keep him," said Edward F. Trefz
of Chicago, representing a school of
salesmanship, at the banquet of the
Ohio Retail Furniture Dealers' associ
ation at Columbus, O., in an address
on "Finding the Customer and Keep
ing Him."
"The best advertisement of your
business Is yourself," he said.
The speaker laid down four es
sentials of good advertising, honesty
and truthfulness of statement, per
tinency, timeliness and persistency.
The newspaper, he said, is one of the
New Scientific Theory.
Because there Is more light In the best mediums for advertising.
"The only way you can get the consky on a, clear, moonless night than
of a customer is by treating
fidence
Gercan be attributed to the stars, a
man scientist has evolved a theory that him absolutely square," he said. "The
the earth is surrounded by a luminous man who writes a dishonest advertisement is not one bit better than a seconcoma resembling that of comets.
worker.
d-story
Advertising is
nothing but salesmanship on paper.
What will get, hold and keep all the
time his customers, should be the
great query of every business man."
Circus Men to Use Newspapers.
The circus owners of America have
formed a protective organization to
do away with the use of the billboard
"We have
for advertising purposes.
come to the conclusion," says Edward
Arlington, chairman of the protective
committee of the Circus Owners' association, "that nowadays the newspaper is the cheapest and most effective
medium of publicity."

-

M.

One to
WANTED A
clerk in a general store. Must be able
to speak Spanish fluently and be a
T. D.
Address,
good salesman.
BURNS, Tierra Amarilla. X. M.

(

Women have a bad reputation In
one respect. Some men wouldn't give
a red cent for their chances of coming
out even If they had to deal with women, and among these are men who
manage those restaurants where each
nernn hnina hlmalt. One nf them
expressed himself very emphatically
the other day in New York to a woman who had evinced an Interest In
the shortcomings of her sisters.
"If one thousand men were to come
In here and each one ate one dollar's
worth I would have Just $1,000," he
"On the
said, by way of example.
other band, If I should feed one thousand women and allow them to pick
out their own checks I might possibly
have $500, but I doubt it. Oh, they are
natural born cheats, women are. It
seems to be a sixth sense in every
woman's makeup to try to get ahead
of the person who provides her meals.
It isn't lack of money that makes
them do it, either; it's dishonesty,
pure and simple, that's all."
The woman to whom those horrifying revelations had been made walked
away trying to evolve some plan for
emancipating her sisters from the
web of dishonest propensities in which
Outside
they had become enmeshed.
the restaurant she met a man friend.
I've Just been down there for
lunch," he said. "Glorious
place;
cheap, too. If a fellow has the knack
It Is dead easy to get a fifty cent meal
for a quarter. I work 'em that way
nearly every day. They never watch
the men, but I tell you they keep a
sharp eye on you women."

y lacy as
Address P. O.

Position

illgood clerk.

Advertlsel

goddess-woman-

In

WANTED

cashier or bookkeeper.
Box 331. Santa Fe, X.

its regular session on
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited and
J. D. SEXA,

Secretary.

Independent

Order of Beavers.

Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Brothers are always welcome.
EDWARD C. BURKE,

President.
C. J. NEIS.

Secretary.
F. W, FARMER
Homestead No. 2879.
Brotherhood of American Yeoman.
Meets Second and Fourth Thursdays,
Delgado's Hall.
H. Foreman C. G. Richie
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:
Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No
bound, No. 10 eastbound.

3 west-

Returning arrive ut Santa Fe 12:10

p. m.
4 p. mp connect

with No.

1, west-

bound.
Philosophic Thought.
Where'er he goes.
He'll play In luck,
"Who always knows
Just when to duck.

s
Flossie Would you rather be a
marchioness or a countess?
Bessie I think I'd rather be a
countess.
,
Flossie A marchioness is higher
than a countess.
Bessie Yes, but a countess is easier
.
..
to snelL.
..--

Calculating.

"Phyllis is planning for a stags
career."
"Does she aspire to be a second
Ellen Terry?"
"Oh, no. Phyllis is a practical girl.
She wants to make as much money
as Eva Tanguay. docs.".

Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30

P. m.

7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
Returning arriv at Sana Fe 11:10
p. m,
D. 4 R. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 7:30 a. m., connects with No.
34 east and 33 south and west
Arrive 8 p. m., with connections
from No. 33 east; 34 south and west
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"First
a chance to get a good seat.
come, first served. ' No seats will be
reserved In advance of this date.
With Interest to Date is a comedy-dramard a good one. See it at the

j

'

MINOR

no: 4

Andrews Cash

no. 4

Santa Fe, X. M., March 23.
The weather for Xew Mexico
is generally fair tonight pre- ceded by local rain in north
and east portions. Friday fair
and warmer.

Groceryandand Bakery
FLOWER SEEDS,
GARDEN
ONION SETS
;

JSice Fresh

CIH TOPICS

25c Dz.

Egs

Fish Received Tuesdays &Thursdays
We are receiving killed to order dry
picked poultry twice a week, try a hen,
spring, broiler, or a turkey THEY ARE FINE.

Elks tonight.

X

County Commissioners Met A spe- cial meeting of the board of county
commissioners was held yesterday
and ordered that the assessment on
the property of the heirs of Simon
Vigil for 1910 be cancelled as that
property was divided. Exemption was
allowed Francisco Quintana for the

M.

THURSDAY,

Yesterday was cloudy with light misty
rain at intervals during the day.
Light snow fell over the nearby moun-rain- s
and this morning the snow
reached the city, but it was very light.
Initiative May Make Roswell Wet
The reappearance of another petition to have the commission form of
government means Roswell must go
through the throes of another prohibition war. The "prohibs" are already
out fighting the petition, which they
regard as the first step toward putting
the liquor men in control again. On
the first petition recently circulated
100 out of the required 500 names ostensibly secured were ruled out by
the court as illegally signed.
Elephant Butte Water Users At
the meeting of the board of directory
ot the Elephant Butte Water Users'

geles.
Wreck in Tucumcari Yards Three
men were injured in a wrepk in the
local railway yards, caused by cars
being backed against a caboose
in
which the men were at the time.
Those injured were D. F. Booth, lips
cut and chin injured; R. B. Simmons,
scalp wounds and injury to shoulders,
Charles Kann, bruised about body.
Xone are thought to be seriously injured. The crew belonged to the Tucumcari and Memphis division.
Guilty of First Degree Murder-L- ast
night the jury in the case of
James M. Kennedy at Silver City, for
the murder of Francis G. Evans. r
turned a verdict of murder in the first
degree, tne penalty of which is death,

MARCH

23, 1911.

NEW
CO.
MEXICO'S
LARGEST
MUSIC
HOUSE
ESTABLISH
LOCAL
AGENCY WITH MR. BRADFIELD
OF THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

CO.

Mr.Geo. P. Learnard.

The

President

Learnard-Lindeman- n

Co.,

of

is

spending the day in Santa Fe and informs The New Mexican that his Company will from this time be prepared
to supply the demand for strictly high
grade pianos and will through the con-

Red and Black Roof Paint in stock
nections with the Santa Fe Trail and
year 1910.
at GOKBELS.
Curio Co., give prompt attention to all
"0. B." Will Run Race A horse
See Father in His Winning Ways, at race is
prospective purchasers. This firm has
scheduled for April 13 between
the Elks tonight.
been established at Albuquerque since
"O. B." the horse owned by Ventura
1900 and has sold hundreds of pianos
Darkest Chicago Darkest Chicago Baros and Andres Pacheco's mare,
and its ways will be illustrated with "Fanny." There is a side bet of $150
On Kennedy's first trial the same ver-- I to New Mexico people. Any one inone hundred graphic lantern slides up. Sheriff Closson's clever jockey
diet was rendered. He killed Evans terested in the purchase of a piano
at the First Presbyterian church to- will ride '0. B." and the jockey's Association in El Paso, a plan was with an ax not far from Deming, Jan- should take advantage of the special
i Introductory
morrow evening. .Admission 10 cents. friends say it will be in a manner that tentatively outlined of inaugurating a uary 1909.
prices that will be offered
at this time.
policy whereby the Water Users' AsSaw Mill Moved The mill of F. M. will be "O. K."
When You Think Life Insurance sociation may
with the reBiggs company which was located two
think
of "Manhattan" and when you clamation service in the work of utif
and
miles east of Chama,
think Surety Bonds, think of Fidelity lizing the power of the Rio Grande
has been moved to a point on the Can- Resolutions
and Deposit, is the advice given in project.
were adopted
ones creek, about six miles south of
for a joint meeting of the two
Comthe ad today for Moulton-Espcalling
Chama, Rio Arriba county, and will pany.
associations to be held in El Paso
soon be in operation again.
on Saturday.
Went to See the Sand Judge
Will Meet Saturday The Young
Killed by Horse Falling on Him
and the lawyers in the case of J.
People's Social Club will, meet at 7 S Candelario who took an appeal Thoma3 I,, and Hayden R. Stockton at
jp. m. Saturday at the home of Miss from the findings of the appraisers in Silver City, received a telegram from
Madeline Mills. This is the new club the matter of some land he owned their brother, W. J. Stockton, at Clifwhich the young people of Santa Fe near the Arroyo Hondo dam, went to ton, conveying the sad
intelligence
have formed and which has a bright Arroyo Hondo yesterday in automo that their brother-in-law- ,
Nathaniel
We have all kinds, and colors, in
future.
biles to see the hind or rather sand Henderson, always called
"Bets," had
New Depot at Silver City The offi-- i and get a clear view of the situation. been killed by his horse falling upon
bulk, and in packages. Our seeds
cials of the Santa Fe are contemplat-- j It is expected that the judge will give him and that his remains were at Clifnis
decision
this
afternoon.
ton, Arizona.
ing the inauguration of a daily train
Henderson, Stockton
are "WESTERN SEEDS" and will
From 36 to 45 That was the range and others were
service betwen Silver City and Santa
engaged on round-uin
temperature yesterday and the av- work in the vicity of Clifton. Deceased
Rita, and also have in view the erec-- j
grow in this climate
than
tion of a new and
depot at erage relative humidity was C4 per was about 57 years of age and was one
cent.
The
lowest
temperature last of the best known cattlemen in Grant
Silver City.
:- -:
:
:
any other.
:.:
The Border Ranger, is a story of the night was 33 degrees, and at 6 o'clock county. He is survived by a wife and
early days in the West. Your last this morning it was also 33 degrees. two daughters, at present in Los An
j

one-hal-

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Phone No.4.

PLANT SWEET PEAS,
NOW IS THE TIME

e

Mc-Fi- e

,

FOR YOUR EASTER
A

OUTFIT

Vanity Bag Will Give an Attractive Finish. What
Could Be More Acceptable For An Easter

j

p

better

Gift for a Lady?
Not Only an Excellent Line of Bags But Everything
in Gold and Silver Ware Flat and Hollow as Well

as Filigree Jewelry. Our Assortment is NonCom
petitive. GIVE US A CALL BEFORE BUYING.

chance tonight.
Wedded at Albuquerque
William
J. Clifford, a well known bricklayer, '
and Mrs. Anna M. Jones were married
'
yesterday afternoon at the home of
the bride, at Albuquerque.
Rev. R.
B. Tolbert officiating.
Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford will make their home jn Al-- !
buquerque.
Were Quietly
Married. Benjamin
H. Wray and Miss Mabelle Gilbert,
both. of Silver City, stgle a march on'
their many friends by being quietly.
married. The ceremony was perform- ed by Justice of the Peace W. H. New- the home o Mrs Fisher at

j
j

i

i

S.

SPITZ,

Manufacturing Jeweler.
I

j

GENTLEME- N-

NOTICE
Enjoy

storv Bt p- -i
a,,
Alosman, nineteen years old, while

Do you.

scuffling

We Have Just Opened

Crates of New

Up Many

Hafs!"
j

rUI

I

Mb MblN.

The Cash Store

To Try

JULIUS H. GERDES

with cream or milk.,

M. Ercobal.

SerS;

hand was shot in the mouth
ously wounded. The pistol
dentalI-- fil'ed- Mosman will
Be Sure and Go Be sure
v

In all the Newest
Straw Hats, Panama Hats Felt Hat.
Come in.
Shapes and Fancies.

It Pays

with a friend,

-

f

and seri-- '
was acci- recover.
and go to
even--

'

u;c7h ntFriday
Ins S;eed'st,
a good
oyster supper.
Oysters served every
way and plenty to go with them. Price
only 35 cents.
The proceeds are to
be used toward the new nrgfin
,
Reserved Seats for Olga Nethersole !
will be on sale at Fischer's Drug
Store Monday, March 27th at 12:30 p.
m., in order that everybody may have
!

THE SANTA FE HARDWARE

The way Little Folks

Post Toasties

t
winter hats and put on something mat
new and Attractive. Don't Let the Ladies out! 'same oid

Doff your

isthe time to plant, good early, healthy, plants

Now
'

This sweet, crisp food tickles the
palate as few others do.

"The Memory Lingers"

&

SUPPLY

PIAN05

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and Arizona.

Co.

n

A letter, a telegram or a
telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin-dema- n
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
Co. will meet very customer
(interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making the
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple and satThis firm has purchased over six isfactory business
transaction, not one
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and
uncertainty.

Schiller.
Victor
Jesse-Frenc-

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers

Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.

PIAN05

V

Checkering Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Learnard-Lindeman-

COMPANY.

SANTA

N

;:

FE OFFICE

Albuquerque,

N. M.

CO.
:: Established

WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

"

Come on Bovs!
&

,

400 Strangers have just arrived from the various woolen
'
mills, and these strangers consist ofl a snappy, fascinating
magnificent array of Spring and Summer Fabrics.

7
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We would like to introduce you to every one of them, so if
you will drop around one of these fine Spring dajs at our
Informal Gathering, we feel sure that you'll be pleased
to meet them.

f
MONEY

In Town

Be true to your personal appearance
and leave your order for a new suit.
5PENHERTINE 15 A GUARANTEED INVESTMENT.

f if

THE BIG
STORE.

NATHAN SALMON.

THE BIG
STORE.

